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Letter from the editors . . .
It is coming on winter (for us winter is definitely here!)...
time to sit back and watch the snow fall (or the rain, depending on where you are in our beautiful yet variable province).
We've got a fair bit of snow up at our latitude and elevation,
the perfect thing for admiring from the armchair in front of
the fire. Also the perfect thing for tramping around in on days
when there is time to meander. Lots of folks around here say
the snow cover is a blessing, putting an end to the frantic fall
rush, laying a nice protective covering over all that you didn't
get to and can't get to now anyway. This is a perfect time to
start dawdling a little.
If you need some help getting into the idea, then clear your
head of any and all adult duties (this is much easier said than
done) and follow a child around for an hour or two. They'll
love your undivided attention and you would be surprised at
the number of things they can show you, which might seem
unimportant at first - but you have to see it from their point of
view. It is worth the effort. You'll come at the rest of your life
in an entirely different way, unless of course you are a big kid
already! If you haven't got any children in your life to hang
around with, this works equally well with other family members or friends who might need a little attention, and time doing
something together that doesn't necessarily seem productive.
But it is. You'll see.
You could also do some meandering around on your own
- take some time and enjoy this issue. We've got some lovely photos of the recent BCHPA Conference, and you can see
that the people who attended had a good time together. It isn't
easy getting out of the routine and some have to travel a long
distance to attend, but always find that it is worth the trip for

one reason or another. It is so important to connect with other
people in this community, and to strengthen our commitment
to making things work better for all of us. There are some shining examples within this organization of people who give huge
amounts of energy and time to benefit all BC beekeepers.
I wasn't able to attend as we are expecting our second child
in a matter of weeks, but Ian made the trip and was glad to have
attended. It is a welcoming and thoughtful group of people that
get together at these meetings, and the efforts put in by the
organizing committee this year made for a fun and interesting
time. The more of us that come out and support these efforts,
the more it will benefit the BCHPA and our industry as a whole.
And the more fun it will be!
We hope that you'll enjoy the wide variety of other reports
that we have this time around. We would like to encourage your
feedback, as usual - any thoughts you might like to share, or
things you might like to see covered in the BeesCene. We wish
you all well and of course, a safe and happy Holiday Season;
we will see you in the New Year! In the meantime, take some
hours away from the responsibilities of the busier seasons and
seek out your loved ones for some quality dawdling time...
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On the cover of this issue is a photo of some handsome
tiles that adorn the floor of a fellow who used to be a beekeeper in Smithers, BC. Francois Depey had some trouble
with bears and was put off by it but we are planning to get
him back into the bees one of these days! Francois gathered some clay from where he lives in the Driftwood area
near Smithers, and sent it to his mom Colette in France,
who works with clay, and she produced the lovely tiles
for him.
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BCHPA CENTRAL EXECUTIVE AND
EXECUTIVE AT LARGE 2012
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PO Box 1650, Comox, BC V9M 8A2
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1st Vice-President
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tel 604 219 0782
email: firstvicepresident@bcbeekeepers.com

2nd Vice-President

Butch Richardson

Box 209, Pritchard, BC V0E 2P0
tel 250 577 3125
email: secondvicepresident@bcbeekeepers.com-

secretary

Janice Bobic
990 Cliff Ave, Burnaby, BC V5A 2J5
tel 604 298 6164
email: secretary@bcbeekeepers.com
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PO Box 1650, Comox BC V9M 8A2
tel 250.339.3423
email: treasurer@bcbeekeepers.com

Prince GeorGe

John Phillips

2595 Ellison Drive, Prince George, BC V2M 3S2
tel 250.564.6531 email: j.phillips@shaw.ca

cariboo reGion

Dave Johnson

726 Ogilvie Rd, Nelson BC V1L 6P9
tel 250.229.4765, fax 250.229.5674
email: beejohnson@shaw.ca

east Kootenays

Lance Cuthill

4300 Wilks Road, Cranbrook BC V1C 6S9
tel 250.426.6049 email: lcuthill@gmail.com

Metro VancouVer

Jeff Lee

Unit 41504, London Place
New Westminster, B.C. V3M 4K7
tel 604-777-5430
email: jeff@honeybeezen.com

Peace riVer

Kerry Clark

BCMAL Office 4th Floor, 1201-103rd Ave.
Dawson Creek, BC V1G 4J2
tel 250.784.2559 email: kerry.clark@gov.bc.ca
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Blair Tarves

208 Ritchie Drive, Cawston, BC V0X 1C2
tel 250.499.2555

south VancouVer island Barry Denluck
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250-900-5159 Barry@dencor.ca

north VancouVer island Robert Eberle
PO Box 1650, Comox BC V9M 8A2
250 339 3423 northvanisle@bcbeekeepers.com

sunshine coast

Allan Cobbin

2737 Lower Road, Roberts Creek, BC V0N 2W4
tel 604.886.7006 email: alcobbin@dccnet.com

Fraser Valley

Courtney White

4530 198 Street, Langley BC V3A 1E8
tel 604.309.1684
email: courtney.leigh.white@gmail.com

terrace-sMithers

Rudi Peters

4524 Haugland ave., Terrace, B.C. V8G 1G3
tel 250-615-7404 email: r.peters@telus.net

James Richards

19 - 500 Wotzke Dr., Williams Lake, BC, V2G 4S9
tel 250.302.2863
email: Jamesbees@hotmail.com

West Kootenays

north oKanaGan

boone, hodGson, WilKinson trust Fund
Dr. John Boone
3830 West 37th Avenue, Vancouver, BC V6N 2W3
tel 604.266.9301

email: jboone@telus.net

librarian/ education

Ian Farber

3249 Schubert Rd, Kamloops, BC V2B 6Y4
tel 250.579.8518 email: Ian_Farber@telus.net

canadian honey council

Gerry McKee

5430 Portland St., Burnaby, BC V3J 2R4
tel 604.436.1614
email: chcrepresentative@bcbeekeepers.com

BC bee breeders association President
Barry Denluck
3301 Port Washington Road
Pender Island, B.C.
email: President@BCBeeBreeders.ca
tel: 250.900.5159

From the President
At the spring semi-annual meeting, small scale food processors held a food safety course in conjunction with our event
and we had approximately 12 members take part. With the
knowledge gained through this course and the help from Small
Scale Food Processors (SSFP), you have the basics to draft
a plan to start the honey house certification; as we have just
seen, food safety in Canada is more and more prominent and
important.
The Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) is presently
seeking input for changes to the way inspections are done.
They are looking at the number of certifications required for
businesses, reducing to one certification and one inspection,
even though you still are producing many commodities. They
hope to start implementation by 2013, and by 2016 to have it
fully operational. The feeling I got is if you’re not certified yet
you might want to do it soon, as it will be easier now than later.
It’s unfortunate that our Provincial
government travel and budget restrictions have resulted in limited travel
for our Provincial Apiarist, despite
an offer from the BCHPA to partially
fund his travel costs. He was not able
to travel to Apimondia in Quebec in
November to learn first-hand the latest
treatments and strategies to deal with
the challenges that face our industry.
Last minute appeals to the Minister of
Agriculture resulted in permission to
travel to the AGM in Kamloops but by
that time, he was unavailable.
Kamloops did an excellent job on the AGM, a big thanks
to Ed Perszon & his committee. Along with that an excellent
turnout by our members. Without you, all for naught! Many,
many thanks.
Ted Hancock accepted Mike Ambach’s Life Membership
in the Association, as Mike could not attend. Back in the late
90s the BCHPA made a commitment to raise $10,000.00 to
go towards Apimondia in Vancouver. Members of the Association donated packages of bees & used equipment & Mike Ambach put them all together, looked after them, raised them up,
harvested crop & sold the honey. Because of all of those who

donated bees, equipment
& time we were able to
fulfill our commitment.
Campbell Jones' wife
Percilla, with the help
of Carl, accepted Cam’s
Distinguished Service to
the Industry. Campbell
Jones & Percilla were
always there setting up
the semi-annuals at the
Health Centre, as long as
Stan Reist
I can remember. I would
BCHPA President
be surprised if anyone
could put a number to the many beekeepers Cam taught or
mentored.
The President’s Award was split
this year: Ed Perszon, for the excellent job on the AGM; Gerry Mckee,
for his support backing up our first
Vice President while also covering
his CHC duties. Pauline Thompson
was also included for her work on numerous projects including the website
project, the history book, and various
brochures. All neverending projects
but steadily making progress and immensely satisfying when things fall
into place. Soon the membership will
be able to pay online.
Thank you to all the companies that booked space at our
trade show. To those who missed out, it was a great display
with lots of information & products for our members.
To Dr. John Boone & helpers, thank you for your assistance
with Mike McLennan in his time of need & assistance in accompanying Mike to the hospital.
Thank you to the general membership for allowing me to
be your President for the length of four years & best wishes to
Wayne Neidig in taking the President’s position for the next
term. ❀
~ Stan

supplies &
education

Serving Vancouver and the lower mainland
We offer: Arataki Packages, Nucs, tools,
clothing, frames, educational courses
and so much more!!

Beekeeping Supplies,
Equipment & Glassware

Pick-up locations:
Abbotsford, Burnaby, Richmond,
Tsawwassen, Vancouver and Whistler
www.urbanbeesupplies.ca
info@urbanbeesupplies.ca
778-990-2176

Larry & Marilyn Lindahl
We Ship
Everywhere!

6456 Cowichan Lake Road
PO Box 1491 - Lake Cowichan BC V0R 2G0
250-749-3800
www.thebeestore.com
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Beelines
News from the Ministry of Agriculture
PAUL VAN WESTENDORP, Manager, BCMA Apiculture Program
Annual General Meeting – Kamloops
I sincerely regret not having attended the most important
beekeeper meeting of the year. You may be aware that due to
budgetary pressures, the government had imposed a severe
travel restriction on all ministry staff. After my travel request
had been denied, I saw no need to complete my preparation for
the AGM, I cancelled my hotel reservation and made plans for
the long weekend. Then on Thursday, the day before the AGM,
I learned that travel approval had suddenly been granted. It was
most unfortunate that the approval came so late that I could no
longer prepare for the meeting. On the other hand, the Honourable Norm Letnick, Minister of Agriculture, accepted the invitation and attended the AGM to meet many beekeepers.
In this issue of BeesCene, I am presenting a number of issues that I would have covered had I been at the meeting. If
anyone has questions, suggestions or concerns, please feel free
to contact me directly at paul.vanwestendorp@gov.bc.ca.
Annual Beekeeping Production Survey
I would like to thank the many beekeepers who participated
in the annual Beekeeping Production Survey. The total number of respondents represented approximately 30% of all those
producers who had been contacted. While it could always be
better, this level of participation was excellent and higher than
in previous years. However, when we look at the participation level of colonies operated by beekeepers, the Fraser Valley showed a disappointing 5%. This means that most of the
larger producers didn’t bother to submit their production data
and that most of the production data of the Fraser Valley came
from hobby beekeepers. Even though the submission of producer data remains anonymous, confidential and restricted to
my eyes, it seems that these assurances have not been sufficient to convince larger commercial operators to participate.
On the other hand, Okanagan beekeepers remain among the
most dedicated and have consistently participated in the survey
for many years!
I would like to draw your attention to some of the production data (see page 9). The respondents of the Fraser Valley
reported an average honey yield of only 20 lbs / colony. This
extraordinarily low number is possibly the result of the difficulties hobby beekeepers experienced during a summer with
long periods of rain and low temperatures.
The bulk of BC’s honey harvest (81%) is sold privately and
through retail at an average price of $5.18/lb, compared to the
wholesale market (13%) at an average price of $2.16/lb.
According to the number of queens raised in BC and those
that have been sold, it indicates that many BC beekeepers raise
queens for their own use. This difference is not the same for
the production of packages and nucs where most nucs that
have been raised are also sold. BC beekeepers still love to buy
queens and bees from outside sources. This is somewhat sur-
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prising because many beekeepers included written comments
in the survey forms complaining about the poor quality and
performance of the bees they imported. Perhaps these figures
will encourage more BC beekeepers to purchase excellent
quality, climate- and season-adjusted queens from BC queen
breeders in the future!
The Fraser Valley and the Okanagan remain the primary areas for crop pollination services. It is estimated that over $3
million worth of contracts were generated in 2012. This is a
significant portion of the total estimated earnings of the BC
beekeeping industry.
Winter mortality also generated an interesting set of responses. The winter colony mortality survey carried out last
spring, reported losses of 64% on Vancouver Island. The recent
production survey produced an estimated loss of only 23%. So,
what is the cause of this discrepancy? The spring survey consisted of a very small sample size, only involving producers
who were interested to share the magnitude of their losses. The
fall production survey is more generic and involved far more
beekeepers. I place greater confidence in the fall production
survey estimates because of the larger number of respondents,
but it also corresponds with the reasonably good honey production level of 59 lb/col that was reported by beekeepers.
I value the many comments that beekeepers write on the
survey forms. Since most leave the form anonymous, there is
no opportunity for me to respond directly. A frequent comment
is why the survey is still using imperial units instead of metric
units. Some of you may remember that several decades ago,
we suggested beekeepers submit their production estimates in
kilograms. This suggestion was not popular and most respondents decided to continue using imperial units.
Other beekeepers asked why there weren't more questions
asked about the chemicals used to control disease, or followup questions about the quality of imported queens. While these
questions may be of value, it is important to keep the survey as
simple as possible to ensure greater participation. By restricting the survey to the basic questions, it will also remain easier
to process and present the data.
I hope that more beekeepers will participate in future surveys. It is interesting that many commodity sectors expend
considerable resources and efforts on surveys in order to obtain hard facts about their industry. The data enables them to
highlight the accomplishments of their industry and their importance in the market place. The beekeeping surveys are at
no cost to the beekeeping community and yet, the information
provides an important reference to the industry by quantifying production levels and highlighting its important role in the
agricultural sector. Without this information, I wonder where
and how BC beekeepers could showcase their industry to the
world?
For your convenience, each column in the tables has been

numbered. If anyone needs clarification, please contact me directly by email.
In the next issue, I will present information about how the
2012 production season compares to the previous 10 years.
Approved Coatings for Internal Food Tanks and Containers
Beekeepers occasionally ask about the kind of coatings and
materials they can use to upgrade or refurbish used extracting
equipment. CFIA has released a list of approved coatings for
internal tanks for food and potable water. This also includes the
covering of lead seams in honey extracting equipment:
http://active.inspection.gc.ca/scripts/fssa/reference/refresults.asp?lang=e&cmd=4&cat=3&subcat=12&sub=SUBMIT
Phenol and Benzaldehyde
In the previous issue of BeesCene (Fall 2012), I made a
mistake in the section on Butyric Acid and Benzaldehyde. I
incorrectly claimed that benzaldehyde is also known as carbolic acid. They are different products altogether and used for
different purposes.
Carbolic acid is also known as Phenol or phenic acid, and
was widely used by Prairie beekeeping operations in fume
boards to drive down the bees during honey harvesting. Phenol is corrosive to the eyes, skin and respiratory system. It is a
neurotoxin and has never been approved for use in beekeeping.
Benzaldehyde is a naturally occurring ingredient of almonds, apples and cherry kernels. Because of its almond scent
and taste, it has been used as a flavoring agent in low concentrations. Benzaldehyde has also been used as a bee repellent.
“BUY LOCAL” program
The ministry of agriculture has launched a program to help
promote locally produced foods. The program will be administered by the Investment Agriculture Foundation (IAF) and is
based on a 50-50 cost sharing formula. Please visit http://www.
gov.bc.ca/agri/buylocal.html for details.
Changes to AgriStability Program
AgriStability is a jointly-funded program by provincial and
federal governments. This particular program is not the same
as crop insurance but aims to stabilize farm income based on
returns of the previous 5 production years. In BC, the program
is administered by the Business Risk Management Branch of
the Ministry of Agriculture.
Recently, the federal government announced changes to the
AgriStability program with a shift of emphasis from payments
towards risk-reducing management strategies. For details about
these changes, please visit; http://www.agr.gc.ca/cb/index_e.
php?s1=n&s2=2012&page=n120914
Honey Container Sizes
For decades, Canadian honey regulations demanded that
beekeepers package honey in standard container sizes. In fact,
a few BC beekeepers had long-running disputes with CFIA
about the containers they used in marketing their honey. Unlike
the US and Mexico, Canada has been the only NAFTA country
to impose mandatory container sizes on a wide range of food
products.
Recently the Canadian Food Inspection Agency announced
that it will remove restrictions on container sizes and focus its
resources on high-risk aspects of the food production and regulatory systems.

The regulatory changes will be gradually implemented by
2017. In the meantime, current regulations will remain in effect.
SHB Update
As previously reported, Small Hive Beetle (SHB) had been
reported in Manitoba at the end of the summer. Since then, a
number of conference calls have taken place among provinces
about these infestations and the impact they may have on bee
movement between provinces.
The information so far is that a very small-scale commercial
beekeeper (~200 colonies) found two adult SHB beetles, one
collected from a colony and the other from the honey house.
The beetles were examined and deemed unusually small. The
apiary with the beetle was about 8 km from the Canada-US
border. An extensive search didn’t produce any additional
beetles, neither have there been signs of immature stages of
the beetle. It was concluded that there was no active infestation present and that these specimens may have flown in from
across the border.
The affected beekeeper operates in a relatively isolated area,
well away from other honey producing areas. The surrounding
area where the SHB were found, were placed on a movement
restriction and additional surveys were carried out.
Shortly thereafter, a second beekeeping operation was found
to have a few SHB specimens. This operation was also near
the first operation and the US border and it is believed that the
beetles may have flown across from the US.
This year, one Manitoba beekeeper has moved his bees to
BC for wintering. His colonies were thoroughly inspected prior

RICHARDS

PACKAGING INC.
Good things come in Richards Packaging...
Glass and Plastic Jars

375ml (500gr Honey) Cylinder Jars
750ml (1kg Honey) cylinder Jars

Hex and Oval Hex
Glass Jars
(Including 12oz Honey)

Plastic Pails
...and more!

Ask us for our stock item catalogue
(604) 270-0111
140 – 9200 Van Horne Way, Richmond B.C. V6X 1W3

www.richardspackaging.com
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to movement to BC. His Manitoba beekeeping operation is approximately 350 km away from the site where the recent SHB
was confirmed and is considered no threat to BC colonies. In
2013, we will assess the situation again and determine the risk
associated with moving colonies to BC.
I believe that a greater risk to BC comes from south of the
border, where US colonies are placed right next to the border
to pollinate blueberries and raspberries each spring. We plan
to monitor along and near the border again next spring. We
will also petition beekeepers in the area to participate in the
surveys.
Laboratory Diagnostics – Animal Health Centre Abbotsford
The ministry continues to provide a full complement of bee
disease diagnostic services to BC beekeepers free of charge.
We are very fortunate of being able to take advantage of the
wide-ranging services at our internationally accredited laboratory. The same services are also offered to out-of-province clients but these are limited to provincial governments, research
institutions and universities and a fee is charged for every test.
Samples are submitted by BC beekeepers or sent in by Apiary Inspectors. The samples are scales or cell scrapings for determining brood diseases such as AFB and EFB, or whole bee
samples that are tested for Nosema or viruses.
The table below shows the laboratory tests carried out on the
different sample types.

there is enormous genetic variation where some may have blue
eyes, dark hair and a fiery temperament while others may have
brown colored eyes, blond hair and a laid-back temperament.
The same can be expected from the huge population of bacterial spores in a bee brood cell. The larval remnant contains a
whole community of bacteria that are not all the same. When
such a sample is collected and a swipe is inoculated on the
growth medium, it may sometimes result in the growth of an
antibiotic-sensitive bacterial culture or an antibiotic-resistant
culture. Sometimes there are two different cultures growing simultaneously and which may display different levels of antibiotic resistance. It is this variability that has allowed beekeepers
to retain effective AFB control with the use of antibiotics. This
is particularly true when the drug application is used in combination with rigorous hygienic management practices.

Sample

Examination Disease

Test

Scale/
Cell Scraping

Microscope

AFB/EFB

Antibiotic resistance
test through culturing

Nosema species identification
In the last few years, many beekeepers have begun paying
attention to Nosema. While in the past, this intestinal disease
of adult bees was quite easily managed with the application of
Fumadil B, in recent years the disease has become harder to
control. Studies in Europe and the US indicated that Nosema
disease no longer solely involved Nosema apis which traditionally affected honey bee colonies, but also included Nosema
ceranae. N. ceranae has been identified as a natural pathogen
of the Asiatic Honey Bee, Apis cerana. After N. ceranae had
been confirmed in North America, the Animal Health Centre
quickly developed the protocol to differentiate between the two
Nosema species using Polymerase Chain Reaction techniques.
These techniques are identical to those used in forensic studies
and crime scenes.

Whole Bee

Microscope

Nosema

Species identification
through PCR

BC Honey Producers’ Association

Whole Bee

n/a

KBV
IAPV
DWV
ABPV

All viruses diagnosed
through PCR

*PCR – Polymerase Chain Reaction.

Antibiotic-resistance testing
Antibiotic resistance testing of AFB has been done routinely
in the past but in recent years the need for such tests have diminished. Antibiotic resistant AFB (r-AFB) was first diagnosed
in BC in 1996 which led to BC advising beekeepers against the
prophylactic use of antibiotics in beehives. Since then, r-AFB
has been confirmed in all major beekeeping areas of BC while
the incidence level has remained low. It appears that r-AFB
is widely distributed but has remained uncommon. Beekeepers often become overly concerned about whether their AFB
sample is antibiotic resistant or sensitive. Instead, beekeepers
should recognize that they have an AFB problem in their operation that they must deal with instead of worrying about AFB
vs. r-AFB.
While r-AFB is an additional threat, the bacterial infestation
is not completely antibiotic resistant but generally shows variable sensitivity to antibiotics. The easiest way to visualize this
is by imagining a room full of people. Each of these individuals
belongs to the species Homo sapiens but within this population
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Test results showed that N. ceranae was present in BC colonies. In subsequent years, N.ceranae became the predominant
species while N. apis gradually disappeared. As a result, the
need for determining the Nosema species declined in recent
years.
Bee Virus Detection and Identification
Honey bees appear to be common carriers of viruses as a
high percentage of bee samples submitted for viral analysis
carry viruses. The Animal Health Centre uses PCR techniques
to diagnose Kashmir Bee Virus (KBV), Israeli Acute Paralysis Virus (IAPV), Acute Bee Paralysis Virus (ABPV) and Deformed Wing Virus (DWV). These viruses have often been observed in cases of colony collapse and other large-scale colony
losses. However, their precise activity inside the honey bee
host is poorly understood and none of these viruses have been
confirmed as the primary cause of colony death. As with most
viruses, they can remain in a non-active, benign state in the

host until circumstances trigger them to become virulent.
Stress due to weather, poor management, the presence of other
pathogens and malnutrition are contributing factors that may
cause bee viruses turn virulent.
KBV was the first virus identified in BC bees in the early
1980s, well before PCR technology was developed and before
Varroa was introduced to North America. Then in 2004, we
developed the PCR protocol to detect KBV in BC colonies.
Other protocols were developed and introduced in subsequent
years. Surveys confirmed that some viruses including KBV,
IAPV and DWV were widespread, even in apparently healthy
colonies. Similarly to Nosema, the need of viral identification
in weakened or dead colonies diminished in recent years as no
control product or specific management strategies are available to mitigate their activities other than “Best Management
Practices” (BMPs). ❀
~ Paul van Westendorp
Provincial Apiculturist
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A History of Beekeeping in British Columbia
from 1950 to 2000 written by Douglas M. McCutcheon

Over 300 pages, and nearly 200 images from our
province’s recent beekeeping past.
This book picks up where W. H. Turnbull left off
with his book covering the first
100 years of Beekeeping in B.C.
published in 1958.
Packed with historical background on
plus Shipping
everything from our province’s
& Handling
changing apicultural disease profile
and queen rearing accomplishments to
the movers and shakers who defined the last fifty
years of beekeeping in BC ~ including the odd escapade!
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If you’re not already on the waiting list, please contact:
Pauline Thompson, BCHPA Treasurer
PO Box 1650 Comox, BC V9M 8A2
Tel: 250-339-3423
email: treasurer@bcbeekeepers.com
For further details an online order form is posted on the
BC Honey Producers’ Association website www.bcbeekeepers.com
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From the UBC Research Lab
Hello everyone. This quarter has seen some big changes for
me personally but that I am hopeful are not going to affect our
research capacity! My family and I have moved to Europe for
nine months to pursue a sabbatical; basically this means that I
go to a different research environment to focus on some specific research questions. We have been here for almost three
weeks now and while it is a lot of fun, it means that I will not
see many of you at the usual meetings this winter and spring.
And while I get to take advantage of what I feel is the single
greatest perk of being a faculty member, the rest of my research
group is still at UBC working hard (I hope!). Our focus this
summer has been to try to fit in two rounds of selective breeding for hygienic behaviour, in parallel with testing for Varroa
Sensitive Hygiene. On the surface this may seem fairly reasonable but we are trying to do this at two sites (Langley and
Grand Forks) and on a scale (dozens of colonies in each location) that greatly increases the complexity and amount of work.
We’re not quite done the second round of testing yet but as
I mentioned last issue, the results are looking promising. As
you would expect, when we use the normal tests for hygienic
behaviour to guide the selection, we see a nice improvement
in the level of hygiene in the bees – no news there but that is
an essential control in our experiments. The $64,000 question
though is, can we use the diagnostic tests we have developed to
do the same thing? The short answer is yes, it looks like we can,
albeit with some limitations. The longer answer is that we still
need to do a lot of testing this fall and next summer before we
really know. I’ll go out on a limb here and guess, based on our
current data, that the diagnostic tests will turn out to be nearly
but not quite as good as regular hygienic testing. There is a lot
of tweaking that can still be done to refine the diagnostic tests
though, so those results are really still up in the air.

have any mouthto-mouth contact.
In short, the bees
on the other side
of the single screen
were vastly more
likely to contract
N. ceranae than
those protected by
two screens, arguing very strongly
that N. ceranae
is transmitted by
oral-oral contact.
The practical implication of this is
that some of the
beekeeping pracLeonard Foster, BSc, PhD
tices (e.g., allowPhoto by Brian Hawkes, Genome BC
ing them to fly on
the first sign of a
sunny spring day) and/or weather conditions that might have
helped to suppress N. apis will not be effective with N. ceranae.
❀

“How is Nosema ceranae transmitted from bee to bee?” or
“Toilet talk”
Those of you who have been around the bee business for
more than a year or two will remember the dysentery-like
symptoms that colonies infected with Nosema apis would display each spring. That is, all that bee dung over the front! Well,
that pretty picture nicely illustrates what is thought to be the
primary means by which N. apis is transmitted from one bee to
another: Bees accidentally ingest food or water contaminated
by N. apis-infected feces. In clinical terms this is referred to as
the ‘fecal-oral’ route and many human diseases are transmitted
this way too. N. ceranae, however, does not seem to cause the
same dysentery in bees, so a reasonable question is: How is N.
ceranae transmitted from bee to bee? It is, of course, still possible that N. ceranae also follows a fecal-oral route since bees
still need to defecate. Other possibilities include oral-oral transmission during trophylaxis or airborne transmission. To test
this question, Michael Smith in the Netherlands set up a relatively simple experiment where he put healthy workers on one
side of a cage and N. ceranae-infected bees on the other side.
In some cages he separated the bees by a single wire screen
and in others he separated them by a double wire screen with
enough space between the two screens so that bees could not
VOLUME 28, #4 WINTER 2012/2013
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Hives for Humanity
At this year’s conference in
Kamloops, one of the guest speakers
was Julia Common of Vancouver who
was representing the organization Hives
for Humanity. Julia is the voice, face and
driving force of this organization which
identifies communities in need of social
outreach, scouts potential locations for
apiaries in those areas, and then finds a
way to make it happen.
Julia has been keeping bees for over
30 years. She has been working in the
independent school systems in Canada,
the United Kingdom and China since
1980. Beginning in 1991 Julia worked
at a leadership level in the schools with
a focus on community relations and
communications. She developed many
programs which to this day are still
going strong.
Julia finds joy in teaching others the
art and practice of beekeeping. She is well
connected in the national beekeeping
and agricultural communities and is able
to draw on these networks for input and
guidance and support of all kinds.
Hives for Humanity began with
1 hive on the Downtown East Side
of Vancouver. From the day the bees
arrived in the garden to the first taste of
honey, what the people involved there
have experienced of nurturing, tending
and watching the bees thrive in perhaps
the least desirable intersection of the city
has been incredible. The hive yielded
over 120 pounds of honey in its first
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season and the sense of pride created
throughout the community due to the
success of their first honey harvest is
immeasurable.
Hives for Humanity establishes
apiaries in communities and through
a mentorship program educates and
supports these communities as they learn
the art and practice of beekeeping. Each
project is designed to address the needs
of the individual groups as they care
for the bees as well as for providing

a sustainable model to increase
the local bee population. The bees
provide a positive focus for everyone
and benefit the local neighbourhood
gardens and urban farms as a result of
their pollination activities. The most
important aspect of the bees is how their
presence alone brings people together
in a positive endeavour; the therapeutic
benefits of beekeeping and the bees
are felt almost instantly. Job skills are
learned and employment opportunities
are made possible through the successful
stewardship of the apiaries. The products
of the hive, including honey, wax, pollen
and propolis, add a financial dimension
to the enterprise.
What follows is an interview with
Julia that she generously made time
to do the weekend after our Kamloops
conference.
Where did the inspiration come from
to start Hives for Humanity, and what
prompted you to think about putting a
hive of bees in the area of downtown
Vancouver that you did?
Julia: my daughter works for the
Portland Hotel Society in the Downtown
East Side of Vancouver and she has done
so for about 6 years. This area of town
has always frightened me and I have
tried to persuade her to leave it for as
many years as she has been there. Finally

for the bees and for the community.
How has it changed your view of the environment and
people living there?
Julia: The DTES environment is a harsh one and my view
of that has not changed. There is constant and unpredictable
human movement, noise, and congestion with a steady flow
of cars and other vehicles constantly moving through it. The
garden acts as an oasis of calmness and colour in an otherwise
drab cityscape and somehow once I am in the hive and garden
the surrounding cacophony subsides, and I hear only the bees
and engage in conversations usually about the bees or the folk
who come to visit.

I gave up about 2 years ago and decided to try and embrace the
idea. This involved my arriving once a week to go out in the
neighbourhood for a coffee or a meal. Last spring she said that
perhaps we should attempt to do something more meaningful
together on the East Side. She had always been interested in
my bees and often had helped me in the past when I had to
shift boxes. Might I consider bringing a hive downtown and
then teaching her how to keep them over the summer? She
was working with and for the community in the Hastings Folk
Garden and she was looking to find another way to encourage
people into this space. Did I think that the bees would work
there? We talked it over and decided it was worth a try. Once
we had done a site inspection and a risk analysis we made our
plan and that was it. I prepared the bees and she prepared the
people. We planned that I would mentor all season and that
when Sarah felt comfortable enough she would start going
into the bees without me. We planned to visit every Sunday
with a debrief over brunch in the local café. We would always
welcome visitors but we would maintain a safe environment

West Coast Bee
Supplies
All Your Basic Beekeeping Needs:
• Apistan Strips

• Formic Acid
• Fumagilin B
• Oxytet 25
• Menthol Boards • Bee Pro
• Hive Boxes
• CheckMite
• Bee Suits and much more

Bob Fisher
Phone 604-272-1921

Fax 604-272-1928

Email: bluebob@shaw.ca
Store Address:
9351 #6 Road
Richmond, B.C.

Mailing Address:
9311 #6 Road
Richmond, B.C.
V6W 1E5
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My view of the people has changed. I no longer think of
them as “the people”. I now have friends who work with me,
help me out when I need a hand and who have taken great
care of the bees. Also there are many whom I now simply
recognize - they are familiar and thus do not make me fearful.
I am conscious of the fact that emotions are raw in this part of
town and that the needs of individuals can be of great urgency
to them. Thus one must pay attention and act accordingly. I
hesitate to admit that I was shocked to see how knowledgeable
people were about the bees and pollinators in general and I was
also amazed that not a single person ever interfered with any of
the bees or equipment. The bees were treated respectfully at all
times regardless of who came to see them or work with them.

Julia: In the future they will be set up by Hives for Humanity
with the co-operation and assistance of the communities
involved. The Portland Hotel Society has been working with
us as we expand this network of DTES Apiaries. I am not
sure how the sites will look at this stage, however before we
establish hives anywhere we do a risk assessment to determine
what level of security is necessary. There will be open houses
at the apiaries and then the public will be able to get up close.
News of the open houses will be available on the web site for
Hives for Humanity,
In any community it takes time to build relationships and it
is no different in the DTES. The people that I met and worked
with in the DTES were very welcoming to me and made it
possible for me to finally understand and accept why my
daughter has chosen to work with them.
How has it changed the people in the neighborhood who
have become involved?
Julia: The people who became involved with the bees
quickly felt that awe and wonder that beekeepers often
experience. The bees made everyone feel better and for those
who learned a skill the rewards have been even greater. We
all felt a change this summer and it was positive for all but
different for all.
Who else has become involved in the project?
Julia: A number of staff, peers and community members
from the Portland Hotel Society were involved in this project.
Five staff members took part in the mentorship program and
about 5 peers and community mem.
Has there been any resistance to the project?
Julia: The Portland Hotel Society gave my daughter
permission to begin the project. She worked directly with the
community who work and carry on functions in the garden
to prepare them for the bees. Her work as a liaison between
myself and the community was essential.
Do you envision expanding the number of hives there?
Julia: Yes. Next year we are going to have 2 hives in the
garden and also 2 other hives up the street in the Hastings Folk
Garden Farm. We also have a few other sites under discussion.
How are the hives set up and are they protected from the
public, or can anyone get in to see them or get close to them?
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What kind of bureaucratic frameworks did you have to
work through to be able to put hives in the DTES?
Julia: I worked directly with my daughter and with the
Portland Hotel Society who manage this land. We also
followed the city guidelines and registered the bees with the
BC Ministry of Agriculture.
Have you become more connected to other beekeepers
through the project?
Julia: I enjoy the friendship of a number of beekeepers
both in the city and through out the province. I have been
meeting more beekeepers of late as I share the story of Hives
for Humanity at local bee clubs, schools and other venues.
We will continue enhancing communities hive by hive,
community by community.
For more information on how to get involved please contact
info@hivesforhumanity.com. ❀

Al's Gals
by Al Cobbin
They say that "No good deed goes unrewarded" or that
"One hand washes the other " or perhaps it's just "symbiosis"
or "karma" but good actions do indeed often have reciprocal
benefits.
Early this spring I was able to assist a new beekeeper in
assembling her equipment (supers, bottom boards and frames,
etc.) for the adventure into her newest hobby. Nailing the boxes
together was a simple task and was soon completed. I'm from
the old school of beekeeping and prefer to use sheets of natural beeswax instead of plastic. I put in two diagonal wires for
further support and then pass an electric current through these
to seal them into the wax. It didn't take my student too long to
catch on to this procedure and after a few mistakes (and burned
fingers) had all her frames prepared.
She offered to pay me for my efforts, but I insisted that her
learning to be a good beekeeper was reward enough. It was
then that she noticed that a couple of my nearby supers were
probably in need of a new coat of paint, and insisted that she
would repay me by painting them along with hers.

Need Farm Insurance? We can help.
When it comes to your farm, you need the right coverage
at the right price. We’d like the opportunity to earn
your business with friendly knowledgeable service and
competitive rates. Just give us a call or drop by to see us.

A couple of weeks later she arrived at my home with the
painted boxes. The boxes were painted in the usual pristine
white colour and were adorned with painted lavender as well as
assorted other flowers. On one side of one box were the words:
"MIS BEE HAVEN!!" On another it read "BEE AUTIFUL!!"
On the front of each box in large writing were the words "AL'S
Gals".
After thanking her for her thoughtful efforts and great artistry, I did make the comment: "I hope that when I put these
boxes into an Apiary site that no one will think that I have
started up an escort service here on the Sunshine Coast!" ❀

Largest 100% Canadian multi-product insurer.

Home Autoplan Investments Group Business Farm Travel

Orchard Valley Insurance Agencies
Dale Bracken, Agent
Amy Goyns, Assistant
106-3101 Highway 6, Vernon
Insurance@shaw.ca
(250)542-6300 Toll free: 1-888-BUY-COOP (289-2667)
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This column is a place where all beekeepers are encouraged to both ask questions
and give answers. It has been said that if you ask three beekeepers a question,
you will get four different answers, so readers will have to take answers under
careful consideration. Beekeepers are encouraged to respond to answers when their
thoughts may differ.

Please send questions and responses to the editor at BeesCene@bcbeekeepers.com.
Names will not be printed in order to protect the innocent.
This time around, we have had answers come in from several different people, varying either
not at all or else a little more, in true beekeeper fashion. We've decided to print them all to give you
a taste of the different opinions, and to emphasize the fact that in some cases, it's good to weigh
several different opinions..

Q: What is the best

Q: Should I paint my supers

A:

Painting wood surfaces
which face the bees is unnecessary. It usually results in peeling paint due to the high humidity. Falling paint particles
in the honey and/or brood cells
makes for a lot of extra work
for the bees. The bees will do
an excellent job of sealing the
new wood i.e. no need to paint. ~ Lance Cuthill
This is not necessary, nor should you paint the top and
bottom edges of the supers. ~ Wayne Neidig

ratio of water to sugar
for feeding my bees?

The best ratio of water to sugar
depends on the time
of year. For winter
stores, a higher concentration of sugar is
better (2 sugar to 1
water). Bees going
into winter need the carbohydrate and not the water. Excess
fall moisture in the hive results in high humidity which promotes the growth of mold and the condensation of moisture
on the inner hive body parts. Spring feeding is another matter.
Bees need both the carbohydrate and the water (1 sugar to 1
water). ~ Lance Cuthill

A:

There are basically two applications when feeding bees
depending on time of year and what the feeding is for. The first
application is in the spring when you are trying to encourage
growth in the colony by making it seem like there is a honey
flow. Sugar and water can be mixed on a 1:1 basis by weight (a
10 kilo bag of sugar weighs approx 22 lbs, water weighs 10 lbs
per gallon so your mixture would be one10 kilo bag of sugar to
2 gallons water this would give you a 1:1 mixture). In the fall
when feeding to bring a colony up to the appropriate weight to
have adequate stores for overwintering, you would reduce the
water by 1 gallon to obtain a 2:1 ratio. ~ Wayne Neidig

A:

Feeding bees.... ratio is one to one in spring. Two sugar
to one water for fall feeding and when bees are on fresh foundation in the spring. ~ Dave Johnson

A:

We always feed 2 sugar to 1 water. You do not want the
bees to have to deal with the extra water if you live in a damp
climate. Also we want to build up bees for sale in the spring.
There is generally not enough nectar coming in the spring to
keep the queen laying. In the fall start feeding as soon as the
honey is off - then they not only have stores but the queens
keep laying. As soon as the weather gets colder, then we only
give dry sugar in their feeders - that is why we use top hive
feeders. ~ Rod & Jo Moody
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on the inside?

A:

A:
A:

Painting supers on the inside does not allow the wood to
breathe. I understand there are a lot of people not painting hive
equipment at all now. ~ Dave Johnson

A:

Yes you can stain the inside, which helps the super not to
absorb moisture. Use a stain that allows the moisture to go into
the wood, but the sun and wind can pull it back out again. We
use a stain. ~ Rod & Jo Moody

Q: Why do some beekeepers use shallow supers?
A: There are few old beekeepers with good backs, no doubt

from lifting full depth supers full of honey. Shallow supers with
their smaller frames are lighter to lift
and carry. However, these smaller
frames do not always work well in
some extractors designed for full size
frames. Using two shallow supers
for brood rather than two full depths
is contrary to developing maximum
brood in time for the honey flow.
~ Lance Cuthill

A:

Shallow supers when used as honey supers are lighter
to manage. The disadvantage if being used for a brood supers
in conjunction with a full size super for brood area, is that one
cannot mix and match frames. There is also a cost disadvantage
when using Dadant supers - as an example it takes 3 Dadant
supers to be equal to 2 Deep Supers. ~ Wayne Neidig

A:

Shallow supers for honey are much easier to lift and handle. Some beekeepers
use them for brood as well, for the same reason. I use a combination of shallow and
deep supers for my brood chambers but that is another story. ~ Dave Johnson

A:

Shallow supers make it much easier to handle the honey crop. Many older
beekeepers wore a wrist band for support when lifting deep supers or water. ~ Rod
& Jo Moody

Q: Is an older galvanized extractor okay to use?
A: Galvanized extractors present a serious problem.

The seams of most, if not
all, galvanized extractors are sealed with lead. Putting food into contact with lead
is certainly unhealthy and no doubt contrary to CFIA (Canadian Food Inspection
Agency) regulations. However, sealing the interior of a galvanized extractor with an
epoxy type food grade paint solves the problem. ~ Lance Cuthill

A:

Do not use galvanized extractors
or honey tanks. The acid in honey dissolves and absorbs the zinc coating and
lead solder used to build the container.
~ Dave Johnson

A:

It is not the best metal for extracting or honey storage equipment. Stainless steel is much more 'food safe'. Galvanized equipment is old technology and
most modern extracting operations of
any substantial size would only use 100%
stainless steel. A food safe inspector from the local Health Unit would not approve
of galvanized equipment. For personal consumption only of the honey extracted, the
owner would accept the risks. For selling honey, stainless is recommended as the
industry standard. Why take the risk, use stainless equipment only. ~ Ian Farber

A:

You can have Zinc coming off of galvanized equipment, and you will not be
passed if you are using them and are inspected. ~ Rod & Jo Moody ❀

Q:

What can I do about severe chalkbrood (50%)?

Q:
Q:

How should I deal with a queenless hive?

Q:
Q:

Do I need queen excluders?

Are bee gloves really necessary?

How can I tell if my queen needs to be replaced?

MITE WIPE
Safe method for applying formic acid
to control bee mites in honeybee
colonies

MUNRO HONEY
Telephone (519) 847-5333
Fax (519) 847-5340
E-mail: info@munrohoney.com
Website:www.munrohoney.com
Also available from Medivet Pharmaceuticals and Beemaid Honey
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Holiday
Honey
Recipes
Gingerbread Men
Ingredients:
1/2 cup softened butter
6 tablespoons honey
1/4 cup blackstrap molasses
2 cups unbleached flour
1½ teaspoons baking soda
1½ teaspoons cinnamon
1½ teaspoons ginger
Method:
Combine the butter, honey, and molasses. Add the dry
ingredients and stir until a dough is formed. Divide the
dough in half and knead each ball gently. This dough is
soft and buttery. Roll each ball to a thickness of 1/4 inch
on a lightly floured board and cut out the dough with a
cookie cutter. Place on a greased cookie sheet. Bake in a
375°F oven for 5 to 7 minutes. Watch carefully since they
burn easily. Decorate with your favorite icing.
~ from Cooking with Honey
by Joanne Barrett, Storey Publishing, 1981

Honey Bars
Ingredients:
1½ cups honey
3 tablespoons butter
2 cups whole wheat flour, sifted with 1 tablespoon baking
powder
2 tablespoons chopped citrus peel (orange or lemon)
2 teaspoons cinnamon
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground nutmeg
1/4 teaspoon ground cloves
1/2 cup chopped nuts (almonds, cashews, or pecans)
1½ to 2 cups whole wheat flour
Method:

18

Preheat oven to 350°F.
Have all ingredients ready to mix. Heat the honey slowly and
carefully in a saucepan until just melted. Add the butter and
then the flour with baking powder to create a thick batter.
Then add the fruit peel, spices and nuts.
Then add the additional flour, enough to create a dough.
Put the dough in a buttered pan until you have a layer a little
less than 1/2 inch thick. Bake for 20 - 25 minutes. Do not
overbake - remove when still a bit soft. They are done when
the bottoms are lightly browned and the tops are dry. Remove
from the pan and slice before cooling.
Variation: to make more of a fruitcake bar, add 1/4 cup each
of chopped candied orange or ginger along with the spices and
nuts.
~ adapted from the Tassajara Bread Book,
by Edward Espe Brown, Shambhala Publications, 2009.
VOLUME 28, #4 WINTER 2012/2013

Honey Cranberry Sauce
Ingredients:
4 cups cranberries
1-1½ cups water
1½ cups honey
Method:
Wash the cranberries. In a saucepan, mix together the
cranberries, 1 cup of water, and honey. Bring the mixture
to a boil and cook until the cranberries pop open and are
translucent. Add more water if necessary. Chill before using
and keep in the refrigerator.
A half cup of this sauce mixed with an additional cup of
honey can be used as a glaze for ham. Cover a scored ham
with this glaze during the last 45 minutes of baking.
~ from Cooking with Honey
by Joanne Barrett, Storey Publishing, 1981

Honey Eggnog
Ingredients:
3 cups heavy cream
1 cup milk
6 eggs
1 teaspoon vanilla
1/2 cup honey
freshly grated nutmeg
Method:
Separate the eggs and let them sit at room temperature
for awhile so that they are not cold. Then take the yolks
and add the honey to them. Beat this mixture until it is
thick and yellow. Then add I cup milk and mix it in too.
Put this bowl in the refrigerator for several hours until
chilled. Put the egg whites in the fridge also.
About 1½ hours before you need the eggnog to be ready,
take out the egg whites, add a pinch of salt and beat them
until almost stiff - this takes awhile, so be patient.
In a separate bowl beat the 3 cups of cream until stiff.
This also can take a little while.
Next add 1 teaspoon vanilla to the egg yolk mixture, and
gently fold in the cream that you whipped. Then gently
fold in the egg whites. If you mix to hard this will go flat.
Now chill in the fridge for an hour, and when ready to
serve add your freshly grated nutmeg on top.
~ adapted from
The Little Cape Cod Witch Cookbook,
by J Bean Palmer, Holy Hill
Press, 2010.
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The BCHPA will again be attending the
Pacific Agriculture Show in Abbotsford this
coming January on behalf of its members.
We will be putting together information for
those individuals and businesses seeking
pollination services, to be able to contact
members who can provide
that service.
If you are interested in providing your
contact information,
please contact Gerry McKee
at CHCrepresentative@bcbeekeepers.ca.
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A note to shutterbugs out there:
We are attempting to build up our library of
honey bee related photos for future use. Don't
be shy to send us some of your photos! We'll
be sure to use them and to credit those who are
keen to share.
Send pictures to
BeesCene@bcbeekeepers.com.
We are also thinking of starting up a kids section in the BeesCene. If you have any suggestions of what kinds of things to put in it, or
are willing to contribute, please let us know
- contact the editor.

Early
New Zealand
packages
Vancouver Island
and the Gulf Islands
Sunshine Coast.

FLYING DUTCHMAN

BEE SUPPLIES • PACKAGES • NUCS AND QUEENS

Vancouver Island Pollination Services

6124 Metral Dr., Nanaimo BC V9T 2L6
1-877-390-6890 Phone 250-390-2313
Fax 250-390-5180
E-mail: flydutch@telus.net Stan & Cheryl Reist
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How bees decide what to be
Johns Hopkins researchers link reversible 'epigenetic' marks
to behavior patterns
reprinted with permission from Catch the Buzz
Johns Hopkins scientists report what is believed to be the
first evidence that complex, reversible behavioral patterns in
bees – and presumably other animals – are linked to reversible
chemical tags on genes.
The scientists say what is most significant about the new
study, described online September 16 in Nature Neuroscience,
is that for the first time DNA methylation "tagging" has been
linked to something at the behavioral level of a whole organism. On top of that, they
say, the behavior in question, and its corresponding molecular changes,
are reversible, which has
important implications for
human health.
According to Andy
Feinberg, M.D., M.P.H.,
Gilman scholar, professor
of molecular medicine and
director of the Center for
Epigenetics at Hopkins' Institute for Basic Biomedical Sciences, the addition
of DNA methylation to
genes has long been shown
to play an important role in
regulating gene activity in
changing biological systems, like fate determination in stem
cells or the creation of cancer cells. Curious about how epigenetics might contribute to behavior, he and his team studied
a tried-and-true model of animal behavior: bees.
Working with bee expert Gro Amdam, Ph.D., associate
professor of life sciences at Arizona State University and the
Norwegian University of Life Sciences, Feinberg's epigenetics
team found significant differences in DNA methylation patterns in bees that have identical genetic sequences but vastly
different behavioral patterns.
Employing a method that allows the researchers to analyze
the whole genome at once, dubbed CHARM (comprehensive
high-throughput arrays for relative methylation), the team analyzed the location of DNA methylations in the brains of worker
bees of two different "professions."
All worker bees are female and, within a given hive, are
all genetically identical sisters. However, they don't all do the
same thing; some nurse and some forage.
Nurses are generally younger and remain in the hive to take
care of the queen and her larvae. When nurses mature, they
become foragers that leave the hive to gather pollen and other
supplies for the hive. "Genes themselves weren't going to tell
us what is responsible for the two types of behavior," Feinberg
says. "But epigenetics – and how it controls genes – could."
Feinberg and Amdam started their experiment with new
hives populated by bees of the same age. That removed the

possibility that any differences they might find could be attributed to differences of age. "When young, age-matched bees
enter a new hive, they divvy up their tasks so that the right
proportion becomes nurses and foragers," explains Amdam. It
is these two populations that were tested after painstakingly
characterizing and marking each bee with its "professional," or
behavioral, category.
Analyzing the patterns of DNA methylation in the brains of
21 nurses and 21 foragers, the team found 155 regions of DNA
that had different tag patterns in the two types of bees. The
genes associated with the methylation differences were mostly regulatory genes known to affect the status of other genes.
"Gene sequences without
these tags are like roads
without stop lights – gridlock," says Feinberg.
Once they knew differences existed, they could
take the next step to determine if they were permanent. "When there are too
few nurses, the foragers
can step in and take their
places, reverting to their
former practices," says
Amdam. The researchers used this strategy to
see whether foraging bees
would maintain their foraging genetic tags when
forced to start acting like
nurses again. So they removed all of the nurses from their
hives and waited several weeks for the hive to restore balance.
That done, the team again looked for differences in DNA
methylation patterns, this time between foragers that remained
foragers and those that became nurses. One hundred and seven
DNA regions showed different tags between the foragers and
the reverted nurses, suggesting that the epigenetic marks were
not permanent but reversible and connected to the bees' behavior and the facts of life in the hive.
Dramatically, Feinberg noted, more than half of those regions had already been identified among the 155 regions that
change when nurses mature into foragers. These 57 regions are
likely at the heart of the different behaviors exhibited by nurses
and foragers, says Amdam. "It's like one of those pictures that
portray two different images depending on your angle of view,"
she says. "The bee genome contains images of both nurses and
foragers. The tags on the DNA give the brain its coordinates so
that it knows what kind of behavior to project."
The researchers say they hope their results may begin to
shed light on complex behavioral issues in humans, such as
learning, memory, stress response and mood disorders, which
all involve interactions between genetic and epigenetic components similar to those in the study. A person's underlying genetic sequence is acted upon by epigenetic tags, which may be
affected by external cues to change in ways that create stable
– but reversible – behavioral patterns. ❀
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BEE TREES ARE FOR REAL

Bee entrance
was here

Combs of honey
X
60 lbs or more

Bees and brood
on the comb ●
Queens laying
eggs here ❍
Found Queen here

by Rod Moody, Victoria, BC.
Oldtimers on Vancouver Island tell stories of bee trees they have cut down
in their search for food. Beekeepers today think these stories are a bit too fantastic. They know that unless they medicate, dequeen and requeen and even
jump up and down, the colonies will die out in a short time.
The other day, I met some people who had one of these trees on their property that contained bees continuously for at least twelve years. A few years ago,
they had decided to kill the bees. Using a ladder they climbed up and sprayed
poison into the bee entrance in the tree. All was quiet for a few weeks (until
the brood hatched out). The man who had done the spraying of the poison was
sure the spirit of the queen had come back to even the score. That same year,
a swarm emerged while they were having tea on the lawn. The swarm landed
on the property owner's boat. Even a neighbor claimed that he had been stung
by a bee from the tree for the first time in twelve years. "Those bees knew we
had tried to kill them and that is why they are after us now," he declared. The
verdict by all the people in the vicinity of the bee tree was: That tree will have
to go. Besides, the tree is dying and it is hanging over our house with a good
chance some of the limbs will break off in the wind and damage our houses.
A team of men were made up to cut the tree down starting at the top. I was
part of the team. My job was to remove the bees after the tree was cut down.
No one wanted to hurt the bees. You should have seen the look on their faces
when the bees were removed and taken away. As the tree was felled and hit
the ground, the log split open but few bees came out of the crack. So, we commenced to cut the log up into blocks. I was glad that I had brought my camera
along to take a few pictures of the section containing the bees. I tried to keep
track of what we found of the tree colony.
One queen and four pounds of bees alive, another six pounds of bees were
crushed. They were crushed when the comb and the honey came together. I
salvaged 60 pounds of honey and enough comb to fill seven shallow supers.
Two-thirds of the comb was drone comb and the other third was worker comb
(approximately). Mother Nature sure runs a lot of drone comb in her colonies
and maybe we should pay more attention to drones in our breeding yards. I
am happy to say this queen is doing well in her new hive. I call her Susanna,
after one of the fantasy characters from gold rush days. She is more than just
a bee to me. She is the queen from the old bee tree. Her genetic stock could
be important to add an ability to survive over the years without any help from
beekeepers.

THE BEE TREE
The bees seemed to be taking rotten wood up through the
brood and honey combs, out the top entrance. Any wood they
could not move was well waxed. This bee colony only had
one entrance through a broken branch. Some said the colony
was in the tree for over 24 years. Two or three swarms a year
came out of this tree. As the drawing shows, the combs of
honey were at the top of the colony with brood rearing conducted closer to the base of the tree.
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Information Gathered from a Bee Tree
by Ian Bissonnette
The article shown on the previous page
was written by Rodney Moody of Vancouver
Island 30 years ago, and was published in an
old issue of the BeesCene. In it he tells about
how he was lucky enough to be part of a team
of people that dismantled and reassembled a
large 'bee tree'. I was a whopping 4 years old
at the time, so it is one more example for the
people of my generation, and those younger
still, that there are real treasures gathered in
the minds of our elders.
Rodney salvaged 7 shallows of comb
from the tree with an estimated 2/3 of it being drone comb.
Observing this much drone comb in the bee tree removed any
fear of using drone comb in the brood nest and in the ensuing
years, they have used it to their advantage. The way they set up
their hives is as follows: the second comb in generally becomes
the pollen frame on both sides of the brood nest, and honey is
usually stored on the outer frame, so they put the drone comb
frame third in from the outside, where it becomes part of the
brood chamber. Rod notes that "now the bees will have a tendency to build worker cells in their [central] brood frames." He
also notes that it is a good idea to mark the drone frames with
paint or a push pin; green has become the standard colour.
Rodney and Jo Moody run a well established and respected
queen rearing operation on Vancouver Island. The lessons illustrated by the Bee Tree that Rodney observed, and that he
has graciously shared with other beekeepers, can help us better
understand honey bees. No matter where you are or whether
you are a small scale or large, honey or queen producer, the
use of drone comb can give you a great advantage in management. In their words: "Production of quality drones using our
best queen stock that beekeepers would like to raise for various purposes...like most honey bees in the wild, who have the
ability to produce drone comb anywhere they want, we must in
our brood supers have a frame where the honey bee colony can
build drone comb and queen cells, and do what they naturally
like to do."
Some lessons gleaned from the bee tree: first of all, the
fact that the bees are more likely to produce worker comb in
the rest of the brood nest if they have a place to raise drones.
Secondly, you now know where your drones are being raised
and can more easily control their fate: they can be removed
to control Varroa once they are capped over, or you can select
drones from your best colonies to 'keep' and therefore influence
the genetics of your honey bees. Most honey producers would
choose the first route, to control Varroa, but as more and more
of us are putting energy into breeding, it is becoming important
to work on having a healthy and diverse drone stock for the
queens to mate with.
In instances where drone comb has been removed, Rod and
Jo suggest putting the combs in the deep freeze to kill larva and
Varroa, but to always return the combs to the same colonies.
Another drone frame needs to be added to the colony while you
are freezing the first. They also suggest that you could just cut

out the comb and return the empty frame to
the bees so that they can rebuild it.
Contrary to most advice in the field and
in the literature, Rod and Jo do not reverse
in the spring. Instead, their bees are given
a second box under their brood nest. This
means that when cool wet weather sets in,
as it does on the Island, the bees are in the
warmest part of the nest; when the queen
needs room to lay, she moves down as she
would come spring in the bee tree. This way,
the beekeeper can also keep on top of manipulating the drone comb without being
inhibited by the second box.
One last bit of sage advice where it might apply: when starting out, Rod and Jo use a super with 10 frames of foundation,
and then they go down to 9 frames when the bees are drawing
out comb. In cases where registered pest control products are
being used, there is more space between frames for circulation
of air.
We'd like to thank Rod and Jo for taking the time to share
their knowledge, and also to pass on such an interesting story
as well. Certainly we have many lessons to learn from the way
animals do things in the absence of human interference, as well
as from our more experienced beekeepers. ❀

BCHPA Certified Producer Program
The Certified Producer program is designed to assist
BCHPA members sell their products by providing
special labeling that customers will come to recognize
as representing high quality honey, exclusively
produced by local beekeepers.
Certified Producer:
Registered
Producers Only:
Labels can now
be purchased
separately
$0.02 each
for the lid seal
and $0.02
each for the
100% BC hex label
or $0.03 for both.
All labels are in rolls of 2,000.
Lid seals are now individually numbered for lot tracking.
You can apply to the program
by downloading the application form from the
BCHPA website: www.bcbeekeepers.com
Or contact: Judy Campbell
2595 Lefeuvre Road, Abbotsford, BC V4X 1L5
Email: jwcampbell@telus.net
Tel: 604-856-2125
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Wine and
cheese and
friendship

All photos courtesy of Nancy Burkholder

Not gangsters...
3-d Enthusiasts
Sharing years of knowlege with 'Newbees"
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Conference Kamloops, BC

Winner of the aggregate award!
Live auction

Twice the fun!
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Pam Bidding on one of the many
silent auction items

Winner of 50-50 took home
over 300 dollars

Absolutely lovely music by the old time fiddlers
Bee Cow Girls

Dancing all night long!

Old friends hang out

Honey tasting contest

Ingrid checking out the
wonderful bee books
Ed Perszon

Honey contest winners

Kamloops passes off The Quilt to Kelowna
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Canadian Honey Council Report
This year's activity
began with Canadian
Honey Council's Stock
Risk Management Symposium at Winnipeg,
last January, which provided an opportunity for
by Gerry McKee
beekeepers from coast
CHC representative
to coast to review, disfor British Columbia
cuss and develop strategies to address the challenges in the beekeeping industry, particularly the high winter
losses and the impact on stock availability during the past three
years. The need for several initiatives were identified including updating the CHC's website, a national database such as
a “buyers/sellers” sector for those seeking stock, establishing
a national baseline for bee diseases/pests and other projects
in support of education and research. Overall, the participants
thought the discussions and ideas exchanged were the most
useful outcome and that communications will be key in moving the industry forward. For more details of the Symposium,
refer to “Bee Stock Risk Management Symposium Report”in
Hivelights, May 2012, Vol.25, issue #2, pp.21-27.
The following achievements of the CHC Board were accomplished during this year *Resolving Butyric, Benzaldehyde testing levels with Canadian Food Inspection Agency;
*Working on the foreign labour issue resulting in substantial
improvements to the Temporary Foreign Workers Program and
the Seasonal Agricultural Workers Program;
*New updated and user friendly CHC web site;
*With substantial assistance from CAPA, getting the registration of Apivar completed;
*Working with honey packers to delay CFIA's proposed
changes in packaging of honey;
*Development of a National Bee Biosecurity program for
beekeepers;
*Initiating work on a national bee health and pest database;
*Formation of working groups to deal with pesticide incidents
nationally;
*Sponsorship of Apimondia: Queen Breeding and Honey Bee
Health – Quebec City, November 15-18, 2012.
This fall, the CHC has taken an important step in the development of the national strategy to mitigate bee losses due to agricultural production systems. The CHC and CropLife Canada
are forming a Round Table working committee with beekeepers sitting down with other farm groups and corporate interests to find solutions. This working committee is to include not
only representatives from CHC and CropLife Canada but also
representation from Grain Growers of Canada, the Canadian
Federation of Agriculture, the Canadian Horticultural Council, the Grain Farmers of Ontario and the Canola Council of
Canada. As discussions evolve, additional stakeholders will be
approached such as equipment dealers, government officials,
researchers, technicians and suppliers.
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The major goals for this initiative are to identify areas where
the stakeholders can work together to improve the situation for
bees and beekeepers and a commitment to an ongoing dialogue.
Specific objectives will include a review of incident reporting,
and investigation of the available resources for beekeepers to
identify and communicate their needs to the industry.
These are just a few of the examples of why your support
of the national organization is instrumental in improving beekeeping operations throughout Canada. ❀

Saskatraz Hybrid/Breeding Stock
Selected for honey production, wintering ability,
as well as varroa and tracheal mite tolerance.

Stock Availability May to July:
Saskatraz Hybrids available $28 to $32 per queen
Queen cells from selected and tested colony phenotypes
$20 per cell with 5% extra cells
Breeder queens from selected colonies $300 per queen
Breeder queens from selected colonies tested for pathogens $500 per queen
Meadow Ridge Enterprises LTD.

a.j.robertson@sasktel.net Ph (306)-373-9140 cell 270-6627

A Focus on Honey
at the Providence Farm Fundraiser
by Marilyn Lindahl
All photos of the Lindahl's honey display courtesy of
Mary Ann Watson
Providence Farm is an organic therapeutic farm at the base
of Mount Tzouhalem in the Cowichan Valley. Since 1979, the
Farm (a registered charity and non-profit society) has been offering programs for adults and seniors with mental health issues, brain injuries and developmental challenges. At the core

of their horticultural therapy program is the belief that working
and caring for the land around you is healing and beneficial.
The Farm was the setting for the second annual James Barber Fundraiser, held in honor of Canada's Urban Peasant on
October 7, 2012. Sponsored by the Cowichan Chef's Table, the
theme this year was honey - savoury, spicy or sweet. The Chefs
include bakers, cheesemakers, culinary arts instructors, pasta
makers and restaurant chefs. Each chef presented a tasty dish
using honey. The chefs also made a point of showcasing the
honey they were using, including the name of the beekeeper
who had supplied it. Many club members had honey in one
or more edible delights. Tasty treats ranged from bruschetta
and seafood chowder to ice cream and mousse. My favourite,
though, was the plum stuffed with honey-cream cheese with
lox and wild sorrel – an amazing taste surprise.
The Providence Farm pizza oven was fired up and savoury
as well as sweet pizzas were baked. This oven was donated to
the Farm in 2010, to fulfill a dream that James Barber had to
install a wood burning oven there to replace existing ovens.
In 2011 another fundraiser was held to mount a commemora-

tive plaque on the oven;
all monies raised by the
fundraiser go towards
the programs at Providence Farm. This year's
event took over all
the main rooms in the
Providence house, spilling over to tables on
the deck and the plaza
around the pizza oven
and barbecues.
Tugwell Creek was
represented with their
mead. Other vineyards were there with
wine samplings. Bees
‘n Glass was invited
to participate with a
display of beekeeping
equipment, to give people an idea of how honey is produced.
The Cowichan Beekeepers Club was also represented with a
display and information about club meetings, the VIU class,
and the mentorship group.
It was a fascinating time being around so many chefs who
were so excited about working with local honeys. ❀

Your First Choice
For Healthy Bees

FUMAGILIN – B
OXYTET–25 • FOUL BROOD MIX
APISTAN/CHECKMITE+
FORMIC ACID • BEE-REPEL
SAFETY EQUIPMENT FOR OXALIC ACID
OPTIMISER APPLICATOR FOR O.A.
BEE SHAKERS

From Bee Supply Dealers or
Medivet Pharmaceuticals Ltd.
4 - 55 - 9th Avenue S.E.
High River, Alberta T1V 1E6
Telephone 403-652-4441 Fax 403-652-3692

info@medivet.ca

www.medivet.ca
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2012 AGM and Conference
by Jeff Lee
From how communities "feed the bees" and the latest in research into integrated pest management, to how honey producers can harness the power of social media and bee project plans
for next year, the BCHPA's 2012 Annual General Meeting and
Trade Show in Kamloops had something for everyone. Hosted
by the Kamloops Division of the BCHPA, the three-day conference from Nov. 8 -10 began with a wine and cheese get together and included a day of business meetings and another day
of educational seminars. There was also a strong trade show
presence from 30 businesses offering everything from packaged bee imports and general supplies, to electric fencing and
innovative insulated hives. There were also, of course, the banquet and silent and live auctions, as well as the honey, wax and
mead competitions and the popular People's Choice Awards.
On AGM business, elections were held. Wayne Neidig of
Delta was acclaimed as president, replacing Stan Reist of the
Comox Valley, who served the maximum two terms. Pauline
Thompson was re-elected as treasurer, and Gerry McKee was
re-elected as the association's representative on the Canadian
Honey Council.
I was asked to act as the Metro Vancouver rep, a position
that has been vacant for some time, and several other regional
positions have also been filled.
Reist awarded the President's Award to Thompson and
McKee and also to Ed Perzson for exceptional service to the
beekeeping industry. Campbell Jones was awarded the Distinguished Service to the Industry award, and Mike Ambach was
presented with a lifetime membership.
There were several important developments on the governance front. The requirements for improved food safety and
food handling in the honey industry are becoming evident.
Both at the AGM and at the education day there were presentations and discussions about C-BISQT, the Canadian Beekeeping Industry’s Safety Quality and Traceability Program and
Canadian Food Inspection Agency changes that will eventually affect even the smallest honey producers. Although under
farm-gate classification we're not now required to meet some
CFIA regulations, particularly when our honey isn't sold for
export, the belief is that those rules are vulnerable to change.
That's because in B.C. our honey regulations defer to the federal government. According to Tim Townsend, one of the CHC's
C-BISQT committee members, one such example is that under
CFIA rules, anyone who puts a honey grade on their product
must be registered with CFIA and meet their rules. But the federal rules also state that in order to be sold as honey, it must
also have a grade. So we're in a bit of a Catch-22 that may at
some time result in a door being closed or a new requirement
being brought in.
In addition to the AGM, issues around C-BISQT, food handling and safety regulations, small food processor training and
the need for HACCP (Hazards and Critical Control Points)
based plans for honey producers, were discussed in panels during Saturday's education day.
The BCHPA is also undergoing a review of its own governance because of difficulties in enticing people to run for office.
It struck a constitutional committee headed by Mike Camp-
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bell of Campbell's Gold to look at whether there is any merit
in electing an executive at large which would then appoint a
president, treasurer, secretary and other positions from within.
There are some who feel this would help with succession planning, but others who feel this would create an entrenched political structure that would take away the membership's right to
elect a president of their choice.
The motion put forward by Pauline Thompson and seconded by first vice-president Eric Stromgren at the semi-annual
general meeting that would see this form of at-large executive
elected was referred to the constitutional committee for more
investigation. The committee will report its findings at the next
semi-annual meeting in Kamloops.
A third area of concern has been the weak membership of
the BCHPA. There are at present nearly 2,000 beekeepers registered with the provincial agriculture ministry, but around 400
are members of the BCHPA. Wayne Neidig mentioned to me
that several years ago the BCHPA had a membership of more
than 700. Thompson told the AGM that small producers and
hobbyist beekeepers make up about 75 per cent of the membership, but that the greatest growth in membership right now has
been in the commercial sector. Despite that, the BCHPA has
been trying hard to move away from the generally wrong view
that it is mostly a "honey producer" organization. That's why,
for example, the website is bcbeekeepers.com and the tag line
is "British Columbia Beekeepers."
After his election, Neidig said that he thinks one of the major objectives of his executive in the coming year will be to
take the message out to B.C.'s beekeepers about the value of
becoming members of the BCHPA. He wants to reverse the
decline in membership, and he expects the association to hold a
number of useful workshops and learning seminars to help beekeepers. He also said that one of the more immediate objectives
of the BCHPA executive will be to meet with the relatively new
Minister of Agriculture and Lands, Norm Letnick (KelownaLake Country) to discuss several issues of concern to beekeepers. The executive will face a similar need to brief whoever
becomes the new minister following the May 2013 Election.
Paul van Westendorp, the provincial apiculturalist, was not
present at the conference due to a provincial government ban
on travel. Only after the BCHPA raised concerns that he would
not be present did the province relent and approve van Westendorp's travel budget but by that time he had already made other
plans. Minister Letnick was questioned about this oversight after his general remarks to the AGM, and he said he understood
the need for the province's top apiculture bureaucrat to be at the
association's meetings.
Although van Westendorp was not present, most of the
province's part-time regional bee inspectors were there, including Jaquie Bunse, Brenda Jager, Bill Stagg, Lance Cuthill
(who is retiring as the inspector for the Kootenay region) and
Axel Krause, who is replacing Cuthill.
Mike and Judy Campbell gave a report on the BCHPA's
Certified Producer program. After several years of operation
17 producers have enrolled in the program, which allows for
the use of special labels to indicate the honey being sold is
certified as produced in B.C. The Campbells noted that the pi-

lot program called for a review to be done of its effectiveness,
and to look at how to better market the program as an effective
consumer confidence tool. The membership voted to strike a
committee to review the program and to bring back recommendations to the next semi-annual general meeting in Kamloops.
Brenda Jager reported on the outcome of the B.C. Bee
Breeders Association's DAY (Duncan Assessment Yard) project, which she has also reported on before in BeesCene; BCBBA president Barry Denluck will carry a report on that association's activities elsewhere.
Dr. John Boone also reported on the activities of the Boone
Hodgson Wilkinson Trust Fund, and its ongoing three-year
support of a research project being conducted by Dr. Leonard
Foster at the University of B.C. Boone also donated a large
selection of books to the silent auction, which were remaining from the library of former provincial apiculturalist John
Corner. Simon Fraser University was given first rights to the
library and the books it selected will be catalogued into a special collection called the John Corner Collection. The rest were
sold during the AGM's silent auction, bringing nearly $1,000
to the association.
On the financial front, Thompson reported in unaudited
statements that the BCHPA had balanced its 2012 budget,
largely as a result of the very successful AGM held last year in
Richmond, coupled with a substantial reduction in publishing
costs for BeesCene. (The association's financial year runs from
August 1 to July 31). The association had projected a $7,100
deficit for 2012, but the AGM delivered more than $10,000 in
additional profit largely as a result of Neidig's colossal efforts
to draw exhibitors, sponsors and attendees to the event. BeesCene publishing costs also came $1,350 under budget.
On the other hand, BCHPA project expenses more than doubled over budgeted expectations, largely as a result of investments in the Day of the Honey Bee program.
Overall, the BCHPA declared a $195 surplus for 2012. For
2013 it is projecting another deficit of $4,552, but that amount
could also change depending upon the results of this year's fundraising efforts at the AGM, which was well organized by the
Kamloops division. Thompson also filed unaudited statements
showing that the BCHPA has assets of $127,831, including a
healthy $60,660 in retained earnings held in investments. She
pointed out that the association is financially very healthy and
she doesn't expect the annual deficits to continue.
One of the major expenditures is for promotion of the Day
of the Honeybee, and on that front there is good news. Minister
Letnick announced that his government has launched a "Buy
Local" program to support local food producers in getting
their message to their market. The government will supply, on

Round comb section
equipment and
Sundance pollen traps.

a first-come, first-served basis between $5,000 and $100,000
to associations, marketing boards, aboriginal groups and nonprofit groups to be used in the promotion of agricultural products, agri-tourism, seafood and other foods. The catch is that
the grants have to be matched by the receiving organization.
The BCHPA executive is considering applying to the program for either or both of its Day of the Honeybee and Certified Honey Producer initiatives, which would substantially
reduce funding costs.
There were a number of other reports and outcomes from
the formal session of the AGM, including reports by regional
representatives. Some of those reports may be carried elsewhere in BeesCene; or online at the BCHPA website.
On the Education Day, the Kamloops club in concert with
Stromgren and McKee, organized a diverse agenda. Dr. Steve
Pernal, the chief research scientist at Agriculture and Agri-

Honey
Equipment
Bees

Herb Isaac Sales Ltd.
✧ New & Used beekeeping equipment
✧ Honey
✧ Ezyloaders (Beekeeper Model 300 now available)
Ph: 204 662 4401 Fax: 204 662 4547
Come visit us on the web: www.herbee.com

Hardie Honey
PACKAGE BEES • HONEY • WAX • BULK BEES • QUEENS
4035 Robson Road, Duncan BC V9L 6G7
BLAINE & JAN
DUAINE 250-748-8471
PH/FAX 250-746-4389
hardiehoney@shaw.ca

Proudly Owned by
Canadian Beekeepers

Carrying a full line of beekeeping
equipment from several manufacturers:
• Dadant & Sons Ltd. • Cook & Beals
• Mann Lake Supplies • Dakota Gunness
• Walter T. Kelley • Medivet • Maxant
• Perma-Dent Foundation • Pierco
• Cowen Manufacturing Co. Inc.
• Plus many more!

Whatever your requirements we would
be glad to help. Quality products for
the beekeeping industry, including:
• Beekeeping Tools • Woodenware
• Package Bees and Queens • Novelties
• Queen Rearing Supplies • Foundation
• Honey Containers • Beekeepers Apparel
• Extracting Equipment • Medication &
Chemicals.

Contact your dealer for supplies.

Ross Rounds, Inc.
PO Box 11583 • Albany NY 12211-0583
T: 1-518-370-4989 • F: 1-518-381-6370
www.rossrounds.com

Alberta Honey Producers Co-Operative Ltd.
Box 3909 70 Alberta Avenue Spruce Grove, AB T7X 3B1
Tel (780) 962-5667 Fax (780) 962-1653
e-mail: djohnston@beemaid.com
Visit our website: www.beemaidbeestore.com
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deeply into the value of social media and marketing for honey
producers, offering a glimpse into how important a properlystructured online presence can dramatically improve the public presence of your company. Appleby also delivered a report
with Tim Townsend on the growing need for HAACP-based
food safety plans and training.
Matt Reed gave a hands-on talk about Top Bar and Warre
hive beekeeping, Stephen Case talked about his discovery of
the power of honey in healing wounds and Ed Nowek of Planet
Bee in Vernon discussed his company's success in diversifying
into a host of hive-related products and services.
The Kelowna division of the BCHPA already has plans well
under way for next year's AGM, to be held October 25-27.
More details will be available at www.hiveandthrive.com. ❀
Food Canada's Beaverlodge Research Farm, gave an update
on a three-year Integrated Pest Management research project
looking at developing disease-resistant bees through the use of
protein markers and genetic selection.
Ian Tait talked about the "Feed The Bees" initiative to promote the planting of bee-friendly forage in urban areas. It is a
cooperative effort between the Delta Chamber of Commerce
and the Earthwise Society, and has led to an online catalogue
of bee-friendly plants to use in British Columbia. Julia Common also gave a great talk on her "Hives for Humanity" project, which installed a bee hive in Vancouver's Downtown Eastside in an effort to enhance community involvement through
apiculture.
Dr. Carlos Castillo, the new Applied Science Manager at
the federal government's National Bee Diagnostic Lab in Beaverlodge, gave a report on the new lab's extensive services. In
addition to the lab's responsibility for national testing for Africanized honey bees and detection of the small hive beetle, the
lab will be available on a fee-for-service basis to beekeepers.
The is a range of diagnostic services to test for various viruses.
Castillo said a price list for services is expected to be published
by early next year.
While the B.C. government continues to provide some diagnostic services to B.C. beekeepers through its Abbotsford
lab, the province and the National Bee Diagnostic Lab have
entered into a memorandum of understanding on how some of
that work may be shared.
Brian Millward of Hosting Nation Data Inc. and Candice
Appleby of the Small Scale Food Processor Association delved
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Financial Support for Bee Losses
~ by Jan Hardie
Introduction: At the semi-annual meeting this year
I volunteered to steer a committee to look into aid or
compensation for B.C. beekeepers to help alleviate some of the
financial burden from colony losses due to diseases or winter
losses. Brenda Jager volunteered to help me.
Goal: To find ways for present beekeepers to continue
beekeeping by helping recuperate some of their losses and to
provide information to be used as a tool or safeguard for new
beekeepers wishing to start up in the industry.
Strategy: I spokewith some beekeepers, and emailed others.
I would like to thank those beekeepers that did reply. I spent
hours on the computer researching programs of other provinces,
and emailed provincial apiculturists. Strangely I received no
replies from any of them, except Paul van Westendorp. And I
do thank him for his detailed reply to my inquiries.
Background: Heavy winter hive losses have been identified
over the last several years in British Columbia, first on the
lower mainland (2007-8) then Vancouver Island (2009-10)
and still this last winter/spring in areas all over the province.
These losses were reflected in other provinces also, e.g. Ontario
experiencing 48% last winter.
In 2007 CHC Executive Director, Heather Clay, identified
the need to establish “assistance/disaster relief programs for
beekeepers at both the provincial and federal levels.” Since
then, federally there are programs available: AgriStability,
AgriInvest, AgriInsurance, Agri Recovery, and Advance
Payments Programs. The programs work together by providing
protection for different types of losses as well as cash flow
options.
Provincial Governments are able to partner with the
federal government within these programs. Other provinces
stepped up immediately to help beekeepers in years of heavy
losses. I discovered that Ontario and New Brunswick did just
that, recognizing the importance of the beekeeping industry.
Ontario set up a Special Beekeepers Fund in June 2007 “to
provide direct compensation to beekeepers who suffered
higher than normal hive losses.” New Brunswick established
New Brunswick Honey Bee Revitalization Initiative providing
$150,000 to rebuild lost colonies and “provide incentives to
encourage the splitting of strong existing colonies.” Criteria producers must be participants in AgriStability.
I asked Paul why BC did not partner with the federal
govt. for funds to beekeepers? Answer: Following the winter
of 2009/2010 Paul prepared a comprehensive proposal for
government to consider a mechanism of providing relief
to affected beekeepers. He had to consult with the Business
Risk Management (BRM) branch of the Ministry involved
with the administration of crop insurance programs and the
farm income stabilization program of AgriStability. Note:
A very small number of BC beekeepers are enrolled in the
AgriStability program compared to other provinces - e.g. over
95% of beekeepers in Saskatchewan. Another possible reason
for no funding from the BC govt. Paul hoped for a common
strategy that would offer financial relief to affected beekeepers
across the nation outside the AgriStability framework.
This proved not possible. After a federal study in the fall

of 2010, it was concluded that the AgriStability framework
effectively addressed the winter colony losses reported by
beekeepers. It also concluded that additional financial assistance
would be viewed as a subsidy providing unfair advantage to
those already enrolled in AgriStability. Paul also learned that
“any additional response through AgriRecovery could only be
considered if the existing AgriStability program had proven
ineffective in responding to the colony losses.”
Unfortunately these federal programs are not without flaws.
AgriStability is a margin driven program, to cover declines
of more than 15% in a producer’s average income from previous
years. For beekeeping, hives must be replaced yearly or the
margin is recalculated. Theoretically, loss will show in reduced
income. But if a beekeeper is innovative and changes business
strategy with supply management keeping income relatively
stable, the value of those lost hives is never recognized. Only
once, in all the years of our participation in this program, have
we received a small payment, and then only after appealing the
original decision.
Income must be determined from farming with taxes filed.
(Probably minimum 50 - 100 hives). There are program
enrollment fees. The forms are outlined for grain, cattle, hog
and berry producers. The specifics of beekeeping are unique
and not recognized or valued. Detailed record keeping is
time consuming but necessary. The forms often require the
assistance of accountants, adding more costs. One of the biggest
complaints is the processing time frame of the Harmonized
Forms. Representatives have just completed processing the
year 2010 forms. Monies are not received when needed, only
years later, if at all. Beekeepers without cash flow are out of
business before aid is received.
Agri Insurance offers protection for production losses
related to specific crops or commodities caused by hail, drought,
flooding, disease or other natural disasters. The problem is the
program does not even recognize honey bees, apiaries or honey
as any insurable commodity. Alberta has had huge losses in the
last 3 out of 4 years. Drayden Insurance Ltd. has developed a
program exclusively for ABA, that along with usual coverage,
gives broad coverage for honey bees and honey stock as well
as profits/loss of income coverage.
Agri Invest helps cover small margin declines. It is a selfmanaged producer-government savings account that allows
producers to set money aside which can then be used to help
risk manage small income shortfalls. This program seems to be
worthwhile for producers.
AgriRecovery helps producers return their farm businesses
to operation following a disaster situation.
Advance Payments Program (APP) is a financial loan
guarantee program that gives producers easier access to
credit through cash advances. This means improved cash flow
throughout the year & better opportunities for marketing their
agricultural products. A number of participating producer
organizations across the country are delivering these cash
advances under the APP. Among these are: Alberta Beekeepers,
Alberta Honey Producers Co-op Ltd., Manitoba Co-operative
Honey Producers Ltd., and Saskatchewan Beekeepers
Association.
cont. on page 33
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British Columbia Bee Breeders Association
ASHCROFT HONEY
Joe & Marguerite Lomond
250-373-2540
marglomond@gmail.com
QN
BARRY BEADMAN
barry&diane@telus.net
Oliver
250-498-3153
QN
BARRY’S BEES
North Pender Island
Barry Denluck
bees@dencor.ca
Victoria
250-598-1159
QNP

NEIDIG APIARIES
Wayne Neidig
Delta
wayneneidig@hotmail.com
604-591-1385
Q

GOLDEN EARS APIARIES
Jean-Marc LeDorze
Mission
jmcshipley@shaw.ca
604-820-6924
QNCP

ROD JO MOODY APIARIES
Rodney & Jo Moody
Cowichan Bay
rodjo@telus.net
250-743-1939
Q

HEATHER HIGO
Langley
heather.higo@gmail.com
604-532-6904
QN

SILVER STAR APIARIES
Richard Springborn
Vernon
rspringborn@telus.net
250-379-2567
N

BEE HAVEN FARM
Steve & Gail Mitchell
Duncan
beehaven@shaw.ca
250-746-9916
QNP

HONEYBEE CENTRE
John Gibeau
Surrey
info@honeybeecentre.com
604-575-2337
QP

BEES ‘N’ GLASS
Larry & Marilyn Lindahl
Lake Cowichan
lindahls@shaw.ca
250-749-3800
JZ's BZ's Queen Rearing Supplies

JINGLEPOT APIARIES
Sol Nowitz
Nanaimo
jinglepotapiaries@telus.net
250-753-9619
QNP

BRENDA'S BEES
Brenda Jager
Gabriola Island
bzbees@telus.net 250-755-5834
QC

JOHN GATES
Armstrong
johngates@telus.net
250-546-6212
QNC

CAMPBELL'S GOLD HONEY FARM
AND MEADERY
Mike and Judy Campbell
Abbotsford
www.bchoney.com
mikecampbell@bchoney.com
604-856-2125
N

KAYE'S BEES APIARY
Bob Chisholm
Kelowna
www.brainybee.ca
bobnkaye@shaw.ca
250-762-2203
QN

FLOWER POWER APIARIES
Michael McLennan
Grand Forks
mdmclennan@gmail.com
250-442-2933
NPB

• B = Bulk Bees
• Q=Queens
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FLYING DUTCHMAN
Stan & Cheryl Reist
Nanaimo
flydutch@telus.net
250-390-2313
QNP
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KETTLE VALLEY QUEENS
Elizabeth Huxter
Grand Forks
lizandterry@gmail.com
250-442-5204
QN

• P = Packages
• C = Queen Cells

SIMILKAMEEN APIARIES
Blair & Cheryl Tarves
Cawston
250-499-2555
QN
SWEETACRE APIARIES
Bill Stagg
Tappen
billstagg.honeysweet@gmail.com
www.sweetacreapiaries.ca
250-803-5201
QN
TUGWELL CREEK HONEY FARM &
MEADERY
Bob Liptrot
Sooke
info@tugwellcreekfarm.com
250-642-1956
QN
VAN ISLE APIARIES
AND BEE PRODUCTS
Grant Stringer
Saanichton
250-652-9834
vanisleapiaries@shaw.ca
QNB

• N = Nucs
• S = Shook Swarm

cont. from page 31
Here is another interesting fact from Paul: “irrespective of
the type of program available, I was advised that any future
financial assistance would not be considered as long as the
cause of colony losses had not been identified since it may be
a recurring event with no end in sight. Only when the cause or
causes have been determined and beekeeping practices can be
developed to prevent or reduce losses to manageable levels,
assistance could be considered and then most likely under the
existing AgriStability framework.”
The cause of bee losses was never determined. When
they occurred, no specific studies were done. When diseases
or problems occur in other farming sectors, especially food
sources, esources are immediately available. If a farmer has
sick or dying livestock, a vet is only a phone call away. There
are few bee inspectors throughout the province and they are
only employed part-time. As for diagnostic labs, there is only
one in the province to analyze bee samples. The results also
are not forthcoming, even to the beekeepers that provided the
samples. It seems that honey bees are an insignificant part of
Animal Health.
Now to the latest developments:
Research may now have found cause(s) of losses - “Bee
collapse clarified” headlines from articles by Paul van
Westendorp in Country Life, June 2012 in response to an article
in May 2012 by Bob Collins: Pesticides (neonicotinoids) may
be responsible for the decline of bees. Paul applauds this article.
Does this mean funding will be more forthcoming for
beekeepers? I don’t know, we can only hope.
Headlines of Sept. 2012, Country Life News - “Federal Cuts
Threaten Agri-Stability program.” Since this article, Canada’s
Federal, Provincial and Territorial Agriculture Ministers have
met in Whitehorse on Sept. 30 and signed a new five-year
agreement implementing Growing Forward 2, April 2013.
No official government announcements have been made
about this, but online I have found criticism - Manitoba
Agricultural News, Keystone Agricultural Producers are
opposed to changes in the signed agreement. “Both Agristability
and Agri Invest have been diluted. AgriStability to the point
that it is questionable whether the original goal of the program
is being met. It used to attempt to ensure the economic stability
for farms, now it is diminished.”
The focus now seems to be AgriRecovery for Growing
Forward 2: 2013-2018. Federal and Provincial governments
will work together on case by case basis to assess disasters: e.g.
extreme weather, disease, pests etc. affecting Canadian farmers
and respond with targeted disaster-specific programming
when assistance is needed beyond existing programs (AgriStability, Agri-Invest, AgriInsurance, CFIA etc.). The funding
of initiatives under Agri-Recovery is cost shared 60/40 with
affected provinces.
Bear Predation was also brought to my attention. Some
beekeepers, particularly in the Kootenays, have reported higher
than usual losses from bears. Formerly there was a provincial
wildlife fencing program that helped to defer some of the cost
of fencing bee yards.
Solutions: Suggestions to provide funding to beekeepers
(these are from my research, from Paul, as well as some from
other beekeepers):
1. Advocate that more BC beekeepers join BRM Federal/
Provincial programs or at least review them, to avail themselves
of possible funding.

2. Improve Federal/Provincial programs with Provincial
input to clarify specifics of apiary management & costs.
A formula needs to be developed for valuing hives & bees
throughout the year, and also honey potential - average per
year established using different areas of the province of BC.
3. In my mind, a very important point. BC beekeepers
need to be united. Certain individuals seem to think
volunteering for tasks or positions are for personal agendas.
Everyone, in my opinion, volunteers for the benefit of all
beekeepers in BC. Fragmentation and apathy cannot help
the beekeeping industry.
4. Develop a Contingency Plan in the event of drastic hive
loss. A Strategic Plan was developed by the BCHPA. Pauline
Thomson worked diligently on this a few years ago. No one
could have imagined at that time the bee loss that has now
occurred. The cause of hive loss must be determined as soon
as possible. Interim aid must be immediate & timely. Aid years
later is not acceptable.
5. Pursue a type of “crop” insurance for beekeepers. If
there are not enough beekeepers in BC to attract an insurance
company to underwrite a policy, we possibly could be added
to the Alberta plan.
6. The BCHPA could become a participating organization
in the Advance Payments Program as a helpful tool for BC
beekeepers.
7. Communication with the BC Minister of Agriculture
must continue - stressing the importance of the beekeeping
industry. The BCHPA should approach the government as soon
as possible for aid when drastic losses occur, as part of the
contingency plan.
Debate in the legislature about honey bees and a march on
the legislature did increase the bee profile. Large lobby groups
seem to get the publicity and the money for their problems:
e.g. BC Cattlemen ask & receive funding, likewise BC Fruit
Growers.
8. If bear predation is an issue, a motion needs to be made to
approach the ministry with this problem.
Conclusions: The BC Minister of Agriculture keeps
changing so continuity is difficult. Beekeeping is not recognized
as important, yet farmers are. The new Minister of Agriculture,
Norm Letnick, appointed on Sept. 5, 2012, in a press release on
Sept. 11, 2012 stated that “Farmers are the heart of B.C. food
production. Our agricultural sector provides 61,000 jobs and
generates close to $10.5 billion a year in provincial revenues
so farmers are critical to the province’s future growth and
development.”
Pollination and apiculture are not recognized as a necessary
part of farming. Money seems available provincially for other
sectors of Agriculture. Funding Provincially, for replacement
of hives, is non-existent, Federally it is questionable. The only
funding now available is to enroll in BRM programs.
I was disappointed by the lack of support from members
of the BCHPA. Few seem to be concerned with hive losses.
Part of this could be that British Columbia has such a diverse
range of beekeepers from small scale to large commercial
operations.
As for keeping apiaries viable, at the present time, it seems
to be up to the individual beekeeper.
Beekeepers need ongoing support to create conditions for
growth. Funding is a complex issue and hopefully, in the future,
some of the suggestions in this report will be implemented.
❀
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Clips from the Past

!"

I have recently become aware of the publication "Western
Canada Beekeeper". Perhaps others are aware of it. It was a
monthly publication from Winnipeg that began in 1938 and
continued for 14 years with Frank Williams as Managing
Editor. Its publication represented beekeepers in the four
Western Provinces and predated any publication by the
B.C.H.P.A. by nearly a decade. The final issue was in
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June, 1952 and included an article by W.H.Turnbull, B.C.
Provincial Apiarist prior to John Corner and author of "100
years of Beekeeping in B.C.". I have only two issues and
would be interested in receiving more issues so that I can
take them to our archives at SFU. The "clip" here is from
the second to last issue and attempts to address the problems
surrounding the rental of honey bees for pollination.

I have no way of knowing if the proposal presented here
became an adopted practice, but it shows that an attempt
to establish a binding understanding between grower and
beekeeper is not new. I am struck by the "legalese" used
in the document and also that "Grade A" colonies were
to have 1000 square inches of brood - that would be 8
standard frames with brood occupying the entire frame!
The focus for this agreement was for seed production in
the Prairie Provinces. ❀

~ submitted by Dr. John Boone

Should we let it Bee?
by Elizabeth Huxter
Organic beekeepers using Varroa resistant strains of bees, formic and oxalic
acid treatments, breaks in the brood cycle, drone comb removal and isolation of
hives are able to run bees economically
and successfully. To manage bees with
no treatment is quite a bit more challenging, but with perseverance, after 7 to 10

years most treatment-free beekeepers
have bees that live with Varroa and other
pathogens.
Treatment-free beekeepers have bees
in a wide range of environments, from hot
dry desert to cold, four season climates.
They have very different stock and they
use different management styles. Yet
honey bees are able to go untreated under all these different conditions. Some
of the best known early pioneers of no
treatment beekeeping are John Kefuss,
Danny and Binford Weaver, Dee and Ed
Lusby and Kirk Webster.
For example, Dee Lusby feels small
cell size as a key element to her success.
Dee Lusby keeps bees in the harsh conditions of the Sonora desert of southern
Arizona. She and her husband were
some of the first to go treatment-free
even before Varroa. (See beeuntoothers.com for the Dee Lusby archives).
They ran hundreds of hives using small
cell size foundation (4.9 mm). This was
before bee supply manufacturers ever
produced 4.9 mm foundation, and so
they made their own. They have used the

smaller cell size to aid the bees in coping with the Varroa mites, chalkbrood
and other pests and pathogens. It is an
interesting point that the research community is almost unanimous in failing to
find a link between small cell size and
resistance to Varroa. However critics
of these studies point out the studies are
of relatively short duration and in some
cases the areas of 4.9 cells the colonies

were established on was minimal. (Dennis Murrell’s web page, www.beenaturalguy.com, is worth a look for those
interested in this topic. He has worked
with top bar hives and recorded how bees
naturally locate small cell size comb and
how bees use it to their advantage.)
Lusby does not treat for AFB, Nosema
or Varroa. Nor does she feed sugar syrup
or other supplements. Terry and I had the

chance to tour some of Lusby’s bee sites
this past winter. We were amazed at the
bees’ ability to survive with no treatment
in such harsh conditions with the limited
honey flows.
In contrast, Kirk Webster of the
Champlain Valley, Vermont, maintains
his success comes from both the initial
use of Russian stock and the integration
and use of the three sizes of colonies. His
apiaries in the Champlain Valley experience average minimum winter temperatures of -34 to -28°C (plant hardiness
zone 4). Webster withdrew treatments
over a period of years starting with mating nucs in 1998. These nucs are full
depth but with half width frames, in a
standard box divided into four compartments.
He winters these 4 way mating nucs
and his other larger nucs outdoors. In
2001 the large 5 frame nucs were not
treated, and in 2002 the honey producing
hives were not treated. Kirk feels the Russian bee stock brought in by the USDA
gave him the ability to rebuild large hive
losses. “The Russian bees have…..an
enormous capacity to produce honey on
a per-bee basis, they can be equalized in
the spring with smaller brood nests, and
still produce a good crop - thus providing more extra brood for an increase of
colonies. I can still function economically the following year if only 40-50 % of
those colonies are still alive and healthy.
Once that number reaches 70% (surviving), I consider the economic potential of
the apiary to be fully restored.” He also
emphasizes: “The single most important

New and Used
Storage Tanks for
Honey,
Liquid Sucrose
and more!
We do custom plastic manufacturing and repairs.

Twin Maple Industrial Tanks
Abbotsford, BC
Phone: (604) 854-6776 Toll Free: (800) 663-8898 Fax: (604) 854-3223
E-mail: garry@tmitanks.com
www.tmitanks.com
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Kirk Webster’s small queen rearing nuc illustrated on the left
and standard frame double nuc illustrated on the right (top: box
with frames and feeders, Middle: cross section of feeder to show
how it works, Bottom: bottom board to show how the units are
divided)

Kirk sitting in front of an enormous Tulip Poplar in his native
northeastern woods.
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point is to stop focusing on freshly mated, untested queens and
package bees available in April, and organize your management around queens mated in summer and maintained through
the winter in nucleus colonies.”
Kirk runs about 300 colonies for honey production, 100 to
300 5 frame standard nucs for his use or sale, and produces
queens for sale as well raised in mating nucs with frames one
quarter of standard size. The integration of honey, nuc and
queen sales is one of the keys to his success. He makes his
foundation from his own beeswax since he considers the beeswax to be the liver of the hive.
Kirk Webster has written numerous articles for the American Bee Journal describing his philosophy and detailing what
management practices he has found useful over the years. Also
see his website (kirkwebster.com) which is well worth a visit.
You will find a very well written account of the breeding, management and history behind his success as well as great pictures
helping to illustrate his management.
These pioneers have helped others to attempt “the impossible”. The number of part time and commercial beekeepers
keeping colonies without any treatment increases every year as
the example of how it can be done spreads from the pioneering
treatment-free beekeepers to the beekeeping community. The
June 2011 American Beekeeping Journal alone featured two articles by beekeepers Warren Miller (central Pennsylvania) and
Zia Queen Bees (New Mexico) describing how they go about
treatment-free beekeeping and what they think is important to
their success.
Warren Miller relies on a two to three week break in the
brood cycle during his honey flow to reduce Varroa numbers.
He goes through the hives twice - at 7 and 12 days after dequeening to remove queen cells. On the second visit after inspection he will either add a ripe queen cell or “run in the front”
a newly caught mated queen. He notes that a hive should not
be queenless for more than 18 days to avoid the risk of a laying
worker establishing herself. Miller also advocates raising your
own queens selected for no disease, good wintering cluster,
good spring build up, and solid wall to wall (wxw) brood patterns. He and other members of the Pennsylvania Beekeepers’
Association are working with PA State University to develop a
uniform protocol for testing and selecting stock. The plan is to
help smaller beekeepers have locally developed treatment-free
stock with a wider gene pool.
Zia Queen Bees operates in two separate areas geographically, northern New Mexico at altitudes of 8,300 feet, and the
upper Michigan peninsula. Both of these areas share common
cold winters yet have good diversity of pollen and nectar sources. Melanie Kirby and Mark Spitzig breed bees originating
from the USDA VSH lines and New World Carniolan stock.
Their main criterion for selection is longevity. They emphasize not only longevity for selection of breeder queens but also
the importance of variety and abundance of forage for good
nutrition and quality queen rearing protocols. Zia queens are
reared in standard frame nucs and are not caught until at least
the new queen’s larvae are present. They point out that “heavily medicated..[bees]..never have the full potential or opportunity to demonstrate their true genetics." They (and most all
treatment-free breeders) realize that in order to “select for immunocompetence, hygienic qualities and heartiness, the bees
must be exposed to illness and pests. Certain genes will only be
expressed in reaction to stimulus.”
Even though these treatment-free beekeepers differ in cli-

Melanie Kirby of Zia Queen Bees

Mark Spitzig of Zia Queen Bees
matic conditions, original stock and emphasis for management
most have these features in common:
• Breaks in the brood cycle to help control the buildup of Varroa mites.
• Starting with stock selected from local survivor lines or from
bees with known characters that either tolerate or resist Varroa mites.
• They are all experienced beekeepers with knowledge about
recognizing disease and pests.
• They advocate good nutrition as essential for success.
• They all breed and select their own queens, testing them in
their climatic conditions and with their own management
practices.
• Most are fortunate to have areas where mating can occur
in geographic isolation or where areas of drone flooding or
saturation is possible.
Are the Canadian beekeeping industry and our academic
researchers on the same track towards treatment-free beekeeping? There are several successful examples from across Canada
of projects and apiaries that may not be completely treatmentfree but are working towards that goal.
The Saskatraz project, run by Albert Robertson, aims to
breed bees that are gentle, are good honey producers acclimated to prairie conditions and which are tolerant to mites and
brood diseases (see saskatraz.com). This project was started in
2004, and treatments to the bees are only given occasionally.
Albert has maintained the stock with further selection to 2012.
The need for greater numbers of queens in May has led Albert
to have California breeders propagate and open mate the Saskatraz stock to meet the early and mid-May queen demands.

In Ontario, Dancing Bee Apiaries advertises and sells
queens grafted from stock that has lived for four years with no
treatment. These production queens are open mated (dancingbeehoney.com).
A further Canadian example comes from the work at the
University of Manitoba partnering with the Manitoba Bee
Breeders Association. www.umanitoba.ca/afs/fiw/030710.
Rob Currie and his team of researchers at the University of
Manitoba have conducted research to find out more about the
grooming trait of bees and virus types and loads as well as
breeding bees tolerant and resistant to mites. Rasoul Bahreini,
one of the team members, found when colonies were exposed
to Varroa mite levels above the fall threshold, the rate of colony
survival was significantly greater in stock selected for tolerance
to Varroa: 75% survival for the tolerant stock and 43% survival
for the susceptible stock. Tolerant colonies could survive winter with a Varroa mite infestation of 16-17% whereas susceptible colonies averaged mite levels of 8-9%. Are we soon to see
a Manitoba Queen Bee?

Photo by Rhéal Lafrenière.
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The Szabo family rears queens and nucs in southern Ontario from stock bred for low mite levels. Dr. Szabo was one of
the first in Canada to define how brood cycle breaks and splits
were helpful in reducing Varroa mite numbers and to breed
bees tolerant to Varroa (honeybees.ca).
There are two obvious drawbacks to treatment-free beekeeping initially: loss of bees and possible contamination of
neighboring beekeepers. Of primary concern to beekeepers is
the mental and economic cost of riding out years of boom and
bust bee populations. All of these treatment-free beekeepers
went through two (or more) periods of heavy hive losses. They
struggled to maintain their colony numbers over several years.
Kirk Webster calls these “collapse and recovery cycles” necessary for the honey bees and their pests and pathogens to find
equilibrium.
The other major drawback is the risk of spreading disease and mites to neighboring apiaries of
treated bees. This impact would hopefully decrease
as the bees become resistant to the pests and pathogens.
In the case of the Varroa mites, researchers from
the University of Hohenhein, Germany, studied the
risk of highly mite infested hives to treated hives.
They found if hives with a high mite count were
within 1.5 km of other hives they posed a risk to
treated colonies. It is imperative to note, however, that the 1.5
km for infesting other hives is a minimum. The researchers
only tested to 1.5 km. This doesn't mean that infested hives
cannot reinfest hives beyond 1.5 km. In order to practice treatment-free beekeeping in the initial years, there should be an
understanding of the implications for neighboring beekeepers.
Hopefully beekeepers can agree on areas where high mite levels and non-treated colonies are permitted to exist and have
little impact. The industry needs to consider making sure that
the regulations allow for breeding of mite tolerant and resistant
bees, so that the laws do not regulate that all hives need to be
treated and have low levels of mites. For example, projects like
the one I am presently breeding bees for, the Bee IPM project,
would not be able to test for VSH behavior since the test for the
VSH trait needs infested hives.
In the case of diseases, the most serious is AFB. For AFB
infections the beekeeper must be able to recognize disease at an
early stage and probably has no choice but to burn the infected
hives or kill the bees and irradiate the combs. Preventative
measures are using lots of new comb in the brood chambers
and establishing apiaries in areas known to harbor little AFB.
The potential long term benefits to beekeepers and honey
bees may outweigh these drawbacks. Using chemical treatments, one is breeding for stronger, more virulent pests and
pathogens, and weaker bees. A good example of this is North
American beekeepers’ use of oxytetracycline and tetracycline
prophylactically for AFB disease. Researchers at Yale University have found that North American honey bees have a greater
variety and number of genes that are resistant to tetracycline,
whereas honey bees from Switzerland, Czech Republic and
New Zealand, where beekeepers are not allowed the use of antibiotics to treat for AFB, have only 3 of these 8 genes, and
have them in far fewer amounts. Long term use of antibiotic
treatments to help prevent AFB has altered the bacteria living
in the bees. They suggest these changes may have weakened
the bee’s ability to fight other pathogens.
Chemical treatments have other risks as well. Not only is
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resistance to the chemicals likely to build up over time but
the treatments could contaminate honey and beeswax. The
treatments themselves can also be somewhat detrimental to
the bees. As more chemicals are used there is greater chance
for the components of the treatments to have greater toxicity
from synergistic effects. These synergistic effects can be between the treatment chemicals as well as between the treatment
chemicals and chemicals used by other sectors of agriculture.
John Kefuss, of “Bond Bee” fame (live or let die), has studied the costs of treatments versus breeding bees needing no
treatment. In his presentation at the Apimondia conference in
France he outlined his selective breeding costs for non-treatment beekeeping. His “Soft Bond Test” is one way to select
honey bees that maintain mite levels below 5%, or below treatment threshold (www.natuerliche-bienenhaltung.
ch/pdf/Kefuss.pdf). This test is essentially a very
pragmatic way to look for Varroa Sensitive Hygiene
(VSH) behavior. The top 20% of production hives
are tested for hygienic behavior (HB). Then the top
20% of the high hygiene hives are tested for Varroa infestation levels and stage of mites in the cell.
The mite stage indicates the amount of infertility:
less viable daughters, more infertility. Kefuss points
out that the downside of using this test, a selective
breeding technique, does emphasize hygienic behavior as the primary means of controlling Varroa mite levels.
Kefuss maintains that if beekeepers look at all their upfront
costs, gas, labor and the chemicals used repeatedly over several
years, they would find selective breeding is economic.
Treatment-free beekeeping allows nature and honey bees
to solve the problem of resistance and tolerance to pests and
pathogens in many ways. The survivor stock used by Hoopingarner and Harbo in their experiments to define the best traits
for Varroa resistance led the USDA to find the Suppressed Mite
Reproduction (SMR) trait which later was found to be a type
of hygienic behavior and named Varroa Sensitive Hygiene
(VSH). Over time researchers found that SMR/VSH bees actually have at least two and possibly more behavior making
up this successful trait. The researchers found the bees had a
brood effect that reduces mite reproduction at the larval stage
before any of the VSH queen’s workers were established in the
hive. When VSH worker bees are established in the brood nest,
they detect Varroa infested cells and clean them out. The other
part to this behavior is possibly a separate one that reduces the
mites’ ability to reproduce. The 2006 article in Apidologie by
Abdullah Ibrahim and Marla Spivak hints at the possibility of
VSH/SMR also affecting the mites’ ability to reproduce. This
would be the Holy Grail that researchers would like to find, a
means of affecting the mites’ behavior without chemicals.
The original survivor bees that led to the discovery of SMR/
VSH were not one trait wonders. Bees have acclimated to become tolerant to their pests and pathogens in myriad ways we
have yet to discover. Bees have the means to quickly alter their
genetics. Worker bees have 10 times the capacity that humans
have to shuffle their genes aiding natural selection. Add to that
the fact that workers in a hive have multiple patronages, and
we can perhaps see that bees have an enormous capacity to find
combinations of behavior and physiology to adapt to various
combinations of their pests and pathogens. If we don’t give
the bees a chance to guide this selection we, beekeepers and
researchers, may overlook more of nature’s gems.
Is it time we let it bee? ❀

Honey: Information for Beekeepers and Consumers
by Brenda Jager
Beekeepers work hard to produce a wonderful crop of honey
from their bees. When processing the honey, choices are made
which affect the quality of the product we sell. Consumers are
becoming more educated about the options they have when
buying honey and are asking more questions when they meet
the beekeepers selling at market. Two questions that come up
regularly are: why is honey pasteurized or why would I want
raw honey; and why does honey crystallize, has it gone bad?
To better answer these questions, I did a little reading about
the composition of honey and its processing and storage. I also
looked into how to maximize the flavour of honey and what
factors are important in crystallization. After a quick internet
search, I settled down to reading books. The best detail came
from ABC and XYZ of Bee Culture by The A.I. Root Bee Library and The Hive and the Honey Bee by Dadant & Sons.
All honey is made mostly from the two sugars; levulose
(glucose) and dextrose (fructose). The uniqueness and quality of honey comes from the minor components in the ripened
product. These components include other sugars, plant compounds, minerals, organic acids, vitamins, lipids, pigments and
aromatic substances. It is the combination of these other ingredients that make each batch of honey slightly different. Some
honeys are mild and others pungent. They can be clear to dark
brown or red.
Honey bees collect nectar and then begin the process of ripening it into honey. Combining the nectar with secretions from
their mouth, the bees add in very important enzymes which
break down sucrose into simple sugars, acids and other byproducts. The process of ripening reduces the water content
to about 17% and endows the honey with antibacterial, anti-

fungal, antiviral and antioxidant properties. This is the perfect
stored food for the bees.
Bees maximize the amount of sugar in the honey based on
the humidity and temperature of the hive. When the temperature drops, the water in honey cannot hold on to all the sugar
in the solution, so crystallization occurs. Levulose is usually
the dominant sugar in honey, with dextrose a close second. The
more dextrose present in the mix, the faster honey will crystallize.
The size of crystals formed is affected by the storage temperature of honey and the quantity and size of suspended particles such as pollen, yeasts and dust that are naturally found
in honey. Honey spun from the comb can also have a small
amount of crystallized honey from the previous year’s crop or
from nectars that naturally begin crystallizing very quickly.
One example is nectar from mustard plants which crystallize
very quickly due to their high level of dextrose.
Comb honey is the purest and most desirable form of honey from a flavour point of view. Each cell is exactly how the
bees made it. Spinning or squishing the honey from the comb
mixes in oxygen. Most beekeepers like to filter their honey to
remove large chunks of wax and hive debris. This coarse filtering allows small particles that are suspended in the honey,
like pollen, to remain. Some beekeepers like to gently warm
their sometimes very thick honey to ease filtering and bottling.
Raw honey is not defined legally, however for this article, it is
defined as having never been heated in processing, or melted
after crystallization.
Many consumers prefer liquid honey - some even believing
that crystallization is the sign of an inferior product. This is
incorrect. Only fresh honey and a few floral varieties of honey
are naturally liquid for more than a year.
To maintain liquid honey on the shelf and prevent fermentation, beekeepers and packers process the honey through a
heating process to melt all crystals and kill yeasts. All pollen
and other plant materials must be removed by micro-filtering to avoid creating off-tastes in honey when it is heated to
a higher temperature. Heating the honey to 70°C (160°F) is
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recommended. The honey needs to be immediately packaged
into jars, sealed and then cooled as quickly as possible to reduce loss of flavour and darkening of the product. Sealing the
containers prevents airborne crystals and other materials in the
honey house from contaminating the processed product.
There is a trade off - loss of flavour and a reduction of the
medicinal value of honey when it is processed for liquid shelf
life. Micro-filtration and heating remove flavour particles and
destroy enzymes and acids that provide the special bouquet of a
honey. For this reason, much of the mass packaged honeys sold
have less flavour than small artisan producers that do not heat
process their product. A description of the medicinal values of
honey is beyond the scope of this article.
Raw honey maximizes flavour and maintains the medicinal
properties of honey in the final product. Beekeepers wishing
to sell raw honey should check the percentage of water in their
liquid honey. Honey that is not heat processed and is insufficiently dehydrated is at risk of fermentation after crystallization. The literature states that honey at or below 17% water
content will not ferment after crystallization. However, if the
honey has a higher percentage of water and crystallization reduces the amount of sugar in the floating liquid honey - fermentation is likely. The danger point of fermentation is when the
sugar solution has 21% or more water. For example, if a liquid
honey has 18% water it is likely to ferment after crystallization.
The optimum temperature for fermentation is 15.5°C.

Different opinions suggest different methods, but in general,
here is how to produce quality creamed honey. Heat the honey
to a minimum 45 °C to melt all crystals in the liquid honey.
Reduce the temperature of the honey to 21-24°C and then add
5-20% granulated honey to liquid honey. Stir well for about
15 minutes while trying not to introduce air bubbles. Place the
product into its final sales container and seal. Store at 13-15°C
(the optimum temperature listed was 57°F which is 13.8 °C).
The product will be ready faster, the more granulated honey
which was introduced. Once solid, the product can be stored at
room temperature.
The above is meant to provide information to those of us
with more honey on hand than can be sold or consumed quickly. Also, I can now answer my customers confidently as to
why some honeys are pasteurized and why crystallized honey
can often be of premium quality. All the best with your honey
sales. ❀

BOONE HODGSON WILKINSON FUND
Funding the Study of Apiculture in British Columbia
Since 1965
Applications
are processed
during the winter
months.

To maintain the best flavour and colour, liquid honey should
be stored at or below 10 °C. The container should be airtight
as honey absorbs water from the air. Crystallized honey can be
melted gently after storage and still maintain excellent flavour
and colour. All stored honey will continue to mature and will
darken with age.
Beekeepers wishing to produce creamed honey for sale can
control the texture of their product by controlling temperature
and by seeding their honey with a finely granulated honey.
Granulation of honey at lower temperatures will produce larger
crystals while higher temperatures speed up the granulation
and produce a finer texture.
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Regional Reports
East Kootenays
~ Lance Cuthill
The spring here in the East Kootenays had us all wondering if we were
going to have our bees survive. It was
a very wet and cold spring that seemed
to have the bees raising little brood and
having even less opportunity to gather early nectar and pollen. However,
Mother Nature knew exactly what she
was doing. July turned hot with just the right amount of rain
and warm days that prolonged the honey flow. The bees had
extra time to gather stores, raise brood and give us one of our
largest honey flows on record.
All this was not without some management problems for
the beekeeper. The honey flow was so huge and fast that without adding more and more supers on time, the bees simply
plugged up the brood nests. This resulted in what we have
called “The Year of the Swarm.”…not so bad if you caught
them. As fall approached, a second worrisome management
problem showed up. The honey bound brood nests limited the
development of a lot of “winter” bees - i.e. young bees that
have not been raised with mites. It seems the queens shut down
their laying earlier than usual. As a result winter survival will
be an interesting question for us here in the Kootenays.
Finally, I have had the pleasure of traveling with the new
inspector, Axel Krause and introducing him to several beekeepers in this area. Axel is a super beekeeper and of course, in my
opinion, an excellent replacement for the “old” inspector.
Metro Vancouver
~ Jeff Lee
This is my first report for BeesCene
as the new regional rep for the BCHPA.
It's a job I picked up at the AGM in Kamloops, and as such I am just getting
into the swing of things. We're all familiar with this year's outcome of how beekeepers fared; some did better than others, some had trouble keeping queens,
and some, like me, found themselves in a building year.
My wife Amanda and I are relatively new beekeepers, and
we're certainly Gung Ho. We've got a dozen hives this year and
we're already learning from The School of Hard Knocks how
to be patient. Our bees are teaching us just fine how to not rush
them, how to behave, and most importantly, how to listen to
them.
As I am new to this position I haven't had a chance to get
around to the other Lower Mainland clubs or to finely tune into
our regional issues. However, I can tell you a little bit about
what's happening at the Richmond Beekeepers Association,
on of the largest clubs in the province. This year they set up
a semi-isolated queen mating yard during the summer at the
Sharing Farm in Terra Nova Rural Park and Nature Area. Semi-

isolated is the operative word since it's at the far west end of
Richmond, but still likely influenced by local bee hives.
The idea of this "Skookum Bee Project" was to begin the
process of trying to develop locally-influenced genetic stock.
Many of the club members want to get away from buying
imported queens. The project involved several club members
placing drone-heavy hives in the park for mating with other
members' virgin queens, which were installed in mating nucs.
The basic premise of the program are that the hives had to be
treatment-free, healthy and free of major diseases for at least
two seasons before being allowed into the yard. Preferably they
also should show some signs of disease resistance or hygienic
behaviour. A number of beekeepers were able to get mated
queens out of this process, but as you can imagine this is a
multi-year project, the results of which likely won't be known
for quite some time. The club is still very much in the early
stages of this program.
At its mid-November meeting the Richmond club also debated whether to change its name to something more regional
in nature. It has more than 100 paid members who come from
all over the Lower Mainland. After substantial debate the decision was to retain the historic name Richmond Beekeepers
Association.The club will hold a candle-making day at the
Sharing Farm on Dec. 1. The club bought 50 lbs of wax for
the event, and participants are charged by weight the amount
of wax they use.
I encourage beekeepers in the Metro Vancouver region to
email or call me with issues they would like taken to the BCHPA executive.

West Kootenays
~ Dave Johnson
As usual we have had mixed results
in terms of honey production.
Again this year the weather was a
challenge with the really wet spring extended right up to the end of June. As
most you have experienced, once the
wet season ended, we seemed to have
a never ending summer. As it turned
out, those who had brought their hives
through the spring with good strength were rewarded with a
decent honey flow.
There were some issues with poorly mated queens. Some
new beekeepers wound up with drone laying queens and were
not sure what they were experiencing. Unfortunately some of
them only had one hive and were left with no options other than
to search out a new queen from someone. This makes a good
case for beginners to start with two colonies.
Winter is closing in fast - it feels like we are having the
shortest autumn on record, going almost straight from the extended summer into winter. By and large the hives going into
winter have good stores of food and the lighter ones have been
topped up.
There have been late summer losses of hives this year and
all signs point to the mites.
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I admire the individuals who are hoping to allow their bees
to develop their own mite resistance.
However, when they operate in close proximity to other
beekeepers, they should have some understanding what effect
their mite loaded hives are having on neighbouring hives.

Fraser Valley
~ Courtney White
We had a wonderful late summer
here in the Valley. It was sunny and
warm right up to the first week of October. The bees had plenty of extra foraging time and beekeepers had more time
for mite treatments and winter prep.
We had a good run, but now things are
back to normal and by “normal” I mean
rain.....lots and lots of rain. It is a constant challenge to keep
our bees dry this time of year.
In late September, The Langley Bee Club held its annual
educational symposium in Abbotsford. It featured an update
on UBC/Agriculture Canada “Next Generation IPM Tools for
Beekeeping Project”, a talk from the Provincial Apiculturist, and workshops in the afternoon. The workshops included
candle making, mite monitoring and treatment, IPM, overwintering, and top-bar hives. The symposium was well attended
by beekeepers from throughout the province and Washington
state. It’s always great getting together with beekeepers from
other regions to swap stories and different perspectives. Thank
you to everyone who attended and contributed to making this
day a success!
I hope my next report includes some great overwintering
success stories. Happy beekeeping!

Peace River
~ Kerry Clark
The remarkable thing about the 2012
summer and fall seasons was that major
weather changes coincided quite a bit
with changes of the month: May was
fairly normal, and the beekeeping year
got off to a good start.
Pretty much the whole month of
June was wet: not great bee weather,
but adequate. Then, as soon as July arrived, the weather turned

clear and dry. The clay soils of the Peace region are able to
store a lot of moisture, so crops both for agriculture and for
bees did well. I harvested an average year’s honey crop at the
end of July, and replaced the supers hoping for some “gravy”.
At first glance, it looked like the honey wasn’t ready; only a
few rows at the top of the frames were capped. I’m glad I used
a refractometer to check: I was surprised to find the uncapped
honey was often below 16 %, easily ready for harvest, with
minimal uncapping! I target 17 % for extracted honey, as the
honey won’t ferment, and crystallizes or creams to a slightly
soft consistency.
August continued clear and dry. Field crops finally began to
show heat and drought stress, but there were no crop failures as
were in the news from the US. My end of August honey bonus?
Virtually nothing. I could have left the supers off after August 1
and lost almost no crop which is quite unusual. The region had
excellent crops of wild berries and fruit which ripened more
than usual, but the landscape became very dry.
September continued clear and mostly dry, with many days
of record warm temperatures. Agricultural harvests were early
but in the normal range. Bee colonies seemed well fed, but a
little less populated than usual, with lots of time for old field
bees to disappear before cold weather.
We had about 2 days between +20°C of late September, and
-5°C with snow in October. It’s now late October and we have
a good blanket of snow, but the ground beneath is still above
freezing. Hoping for a shorter than normal winter and good
colony survival.
Best regards to all.

North Vancouver Island
~ Larry Lindahl
This has been a good year for North
Island beekeepers, despite the cold,
rainy spring which was hard on the
bees. It was cold and rainy from April
through to the end of June. Summer
then hit full force at the beginning of
July and we didn’t see any rain from
then until the first week in October.
There was hot sunny weather throughout that whole period
causing major drought conditions in various places. This was
a grave concern for the salmon spawning areas as some rivers
dried up altogether.
The bees brought in a good average crop with the produc-

Hanefelds’ Honey Farm
Nassenheider Fill-up
Wooden Ware
Hive Bodies
Lids – Migratory, Telescoping
Bottom Boards – Screened, Pallets
Nuc Boxes – 4, 5 and 6 Frame
Custom Orders

NUCS
4 Frame Nucs
with or without
queens
available end of May.

Darin Ingram
www.ingramapiaries.com
Tel: 1-250-718-4987 info@ingramapiaries.com
2660 Lower Glenrosa Road, Westbank, BC V4T 1P9
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Price: $2,290.

The bottler for honey and other
liquids with higher viscosity
Compact, versatile, affordable
and reliable

Contact Fred @ Phone & Fax: 604-856-8937
E-mail: FKOH@telus.net

Club Contacts
BCHPA DIVISIONS
ALBERNI VALLEY HONEY PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION
6219 Lamarque Road, Port Alberni, BC V9Y 8X1
Dave Mikkelson davemikkelson@hotmail.com 250-723-6089
BC BEE BREEDERS ASSOCIATION
3301 Port Washington Road, Pender Island, BC
Barry Denluck
President@BCBeeBreeders.ca 250-900-5159
CENTRAL CARIBOO BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
Box 53, 4583 Ridge Road, Big Lake Ranch, BC V0L 1G0
Sherry Benisch/Ann Carter
anncarter@shaw.ca 250-338-5233
COMOX VALLEY BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
5411 Wildwood Road, Courtenay, BC V9J 1P5
Jennifer Dilfer jenn.dilfer@hotmail.com 250-703-2669
EAST KOOTENAY DIVISION BCHPA
4300 Wilks Road, Cranbrook, BC V1C 6S9
Lance Cuthill lcuthill@gmail.com 250-426-6049
KAMLOOPS DIVISION BCHPA
Box 595, Savona, BC V0K 2J0
Ingrid Heeley
iheeley@gmail.com

SMITHERS BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
Box 3504, 2175 Main St., Smithers BC V0J 2N0
Phil Brienesse smithersbeekeepers@gmail.com 250-847-1599
SOUTH FRASER VALLEY DIVISION BCHPA
12894 - 109 Avenue, Surrey, BC, V3T 2M9
Derek Lawrence dlaw52@shaw.ca 604-582-7545
SOUTH OKANAGAN DIVISION BCHPA
RR#2, Oliver, BC V0H 1T0
Ray Levesque cindylevesque@persona.ca 250-498-4025
SQUAMISH DIVISION BCHPA
Box 1069, 2274 Read Crescent, Squamish BC V0N 3G0
Phil Ellis
ph-ellis@shaw.ca
604-898-5337
SUNSHINE COAST DIVISION BCHPA
2137 Lower Road, Roberts Creek, BC V0N 2W4
Allan Cobbin alcobbin@dccnet.com
604-886-7006
TERRACE DIVISION BCHPA
5112 Mills Ave. Terrace BC V8G 1C5
Cynthia Ridler
akasamr@hotmail.com 250-635-9020
WEST KOOTENAY DIVISION BCHPA
3302 Village Road, South Slocan, BC V0G 2G0
Peter Wood annpeterwood@gmail.com
250-359-7107

250-373-2625

MAPLE RIDGE BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
#501-1680 West 4th Avenue, Vancouver, BC V6J 0B7
Raena Dumas info@northfraserbeeclub.com 604-786-5245
NANAIMO DIVISION BCHPA
925 St. David Street, Nanaimo, BC V9S 2H8
Kathleen Silvey www.nanaimobeekeepers.com 250-716-0695
NORTH OKANAGAN DIVISION BCHPA
331 Valley Road, Kelowna, BC V1V 2E5
R.W. Bob Chisholm bobnkaye@shaw.ca 250-762-2203
PEACE BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
BCMAL Office 4th Floor, 1201-103 Ave
Dawson Creek, BC V1G 4J2
Kerry Clark 250-784-2559
POWELL RIVER BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
RR3, C26, Nassichuk Road, Powell River, BC V8A 5C1
Alan Cole 604-487-4181
PRINCE GEORGE BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
Box 725, Prince George, BC V2L 4T3
Walter Steidle beehappy2@lincsat.com 250-960-0360
QUESNEL BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
Lorne Smith gssds@shaw.ca 250-747-2294
SHUSWAP BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
1040 8th Ave., NE, Salmon Arm, BC V1E 4A4
Paul Clark fgpaulclark@gmail.com
250-833-8815

BCHPA AFFILIATED SOCIETIES
CAPITAL REGION BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
Box 43033, Victoria, BC V8X 3G2
Nairn Hollott nairnhollott@shaw.ca
250-744-4019

OTHER BEE- RELATED ORGANIZATIONS
COWICHAN BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
Box 274, Cobblehill, BC V0R 1L0
Mike Pauls micpau@telus.net
RICHMOND BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
Suite #9, 11131-No. 1 Road, Richmond, BC V7E 1S6
Brian Campbell 604-277-9485
blessedbeefarm.1@gmail.com
STUART NECHAKO BEE CLUB
Box 595, Vanderhoof, BC V0J 3A0
Jon Aebischer sweet02@telus.net 250-567-5037
SURREY BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
18060 29A Ave., Surrey, BC V3S 9V2
Horst Leidel ha.leidel@3web.com 604-541-0374
TEXADA ISLAND BEE CLUB
Box 162, Van Anda, Texada Island, BC V0N 3K0
Rhonda Johnston 604-486-0226
VANCOUVER BEEKEEPERS OF BC ASSOCIATION
#407-350 E 2nd Ave, Vancouver, BC V5T 4R8
Bryce Ahlstrom bryceahlstrom@yahoo.ca 604-708-0313
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tive hives brining in about 100lb. per hive – very nice after last
year’s disaster. Almost all of the beekeepers have recovered
their losses from last winter due to the excellent summer season
we’ve had.
The Comox Valley Beekeepers put on an excellent display
at the Fall Exhibition as did the Nanaimo beekeepers. Both
clubs also had field and family days as well as educational days
this past summer. There has been very little activity with the
Port Alberni club this year.
It is good to see a large number of new people both young
and old who have either started keeping bees or are interested
in getting started.
As of November this year I will be resigning as the North
Vancouver Island representative for the BCHPA. A wise and
knowledgable gentleman from the Courtenay area has already
offered to replace me, and his name will be announced at the
AGM in November.

Sunshine Coast

site have been readied for Winter thanks to the untiring efforts
of Harry and Betty Meier with the able assistance from our new
President Heather Freeman. We were able to show our hives
to two groups of school kids this Fall. Our site is at the end
of a maintenance shed which has a windowed wall at one end
enabling the youngsters to be safely near to the opened hives.
This allows the instructor to bring a frame up to the window
showing worker bees, drones, the queen, brood, pollen and
honey. A great success to date and you can never satisfy a beekeeping curiosity too early. More showings are scheduled for
next spring.
I have just returned from the AGM in Kamloops and as usual
was impressed with the quality and variety of the programmes
presented. The Kamloops Division is to be congratulated for
their efforts. These events just don't happen, but are obviously
the result of a lot of unselfish work by dedicated beekeepers.
Many thanks.
That's about it from the Sunshine Coast. Best wishes for the
Festive Season to all.

~ Al Cobbin
Here on the Sunshine Coast we had
a wonderful summer (and late summer)
which gave most Club members a much
better than usual honey flow and resulting honey production. However those
who made splits or started with nucs or
packages earlier in the spring did not
fare as well.
Our new Club executive have been most active, with meetings being scheduled every other month. At our July meeting (a
potluck dinner ), I was completely surprised by being awarded
a Sunshine Coast Beekeepers Association Lifetime Membership: "With Many Thanks For Your Years Of Service and Mentoring." I'm usually not at a loss for words but this caught me
totally unprepared....but greatly pleased!! In late September
several of our members attended the Langley Bee Club's Educational Symposium. It was an enjoyable day with interesting
speakers and informative demonstrators. Accolades to Mike
and Judy Campbell for being gracious hosts and for providing
a most appropriate meeting site.
At our October meeting we had Werner Gysi as our guest
speaker who spoke about sustainable mite control, IPM, and
spring, summer and fall management as well as his overview of
Harmonic Farming. Much food for thought for our members.
Our two colonies at the Sunshine Coast Botanical Society's

OUR BUSINESS.....
..... IS PACKAGING YOURS
We have a wide range of stock glass & plastic
containers including honey bears & bee hives.
We also carry a variety of plastic and metal lids.

PLEASE CALL US FOR A QUOTE

AMPAK INC.
180 - 4611 Viking Way, Richmond BC
Telephone: (604) 273-9631 Fax: (604) 273-1865
www.ampak.ca
splester@ampak.ca

Prince George
~ John Phillips
We had an amazingly warm summer
and a good honey crop. The Nucs and
Packages developed strongly and the
field crops were well pollinated. There
is still a big problem with mites and that
will require intensive management of
them this fall and in the early spring. In
September our club had a great field day
at Greg Guay’s place to learn about his Top Bar hives. It was
interesting to see how very simple the hives were to build and
maintain. This method is good for beekeepers with a limited
area to have their hive(s). Some Beekeepers are increasing the
voltage on their electric fences as the bears just won’t take a
hint. A little bait on the wires gives their snout a good sting
and keeps them at bay for a while. A chicken wire mat about
3 feet wide placed around the perimeter of the fence helps to
ensure the bear is grounded when it touches the fence. With
this system there is no two step warning that a shock dog collar
provides.
The warm fall weather gave the bees time to build up the
honey crop and the beekeepers a good opportunity to medicate
and winterize their bees before our cold winter arrives. Best
wishes for a successful AGM in Kamloops.

Beekeeping Equipment and Glassware
•
•
•
•

Canadian Made Wooden Ware
Dominion and Grimm Glassware
Country Rubes Screened Bottom Boards
And Other Exciting Products

Quality Supplies from Two Friendly Beekeepers
in North Vancouver
778-237-8711
www.twobeesapiary.com ~ twobeesapiary@shaw.ca
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South Vancouver Island
~ Barry Denluck
Thanks to Stan and the executive
of the BCHPA for accepting my offer
to continue as representative for South
Vancouver Island and the Gulf Islands.
Many thanks to Brian Scullion for his
many informative years as the BCHPA
representative for this area of BC.
Although we experienced an average 65% winter loss of bees on the South Islands this last year,
the cool spring gave us time to build up our colonies in time
for a reasonable late nectar flow. August and September turned
very dry requiring supplemental feeding for most colonies. Our
colonies should be well prepared for the coming winter.
Several of the Island beekeepers have been focusing on rebuilding their stock with locally surviving bees of past winters.
Proteomics suggests that it could take 5 generations (winters)
for this acclimatization factor to stabilize. With three consecutive winters of significant losses on the Islands now in the past,
I am hoping for a strong survival rate this winter.
Most beekeepers have excess honey for sale but very few
have enough to sell at bulk rates. Coincidentally, demand for
100% local honey is definitely growing. Many beekeepers are
now selling at $15.00 per half kilo.
Anyone with questions or ideas pertaining to South Vancouver and the Gulf Islands are welcome to contact me by email
using: Barry@dencor.ca. ❀
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Hello from Bobby & Lance,
Thought you might like to see a picture of our "Bazzar" table we
set up at the Cranbrook University Women's Club a few weeks
ago. Sales went really well. The tables were $100 but they use the
profits for Scholarships so we support them.

Classifieds.....
BARRELS & TOTES FOR SALE
45 Gallon Stainless Steel Barrels, Food Grade, Closed Top,
With Two Bungs, $100, 45 Gallon Plastic Barrels, Food Grade,
Open Top, With Lid & Fastener, $45
250 Gallon (1000 litres) Food Grade Tote, With Steel Cage,
Plastic Bottom,$140. Call Jim Curry at (250)562-9463(daytime), (250)967-4580 (evenings). Prince George,B.C.
FOR SALE 1994 GMC W5, cab-over, well looked after,
262000 kms, diesel, 5 speed manual, china top with 8’ x 16’
low deck, 17.5” tires, holds 80 hives on pallets, storage box,
extra fuel tank, chains, winter wrap. $16,900. Phone 250 3785208
WANTED: 4 experienced beekeepers for January 15 - November 15, 2013, and 1 honey bee farm supervisor on a permanent full-time basis starting January 1st 2012. Preference will
be given to candidates with queen rearing experience. Hourly
pay rate $13 -$20, depending on experience. Send resumes to
manager, Honeyland
Canada Inc. email: manager@HoneylandCanada.com

FOR SALE 100 2-storey hives, includes: bees, lid, inner
cover, bottom board, 19 frames and frame feeder. Phone 250
378-5208
FOR SALE Older honey supers with 9 frames. $10 each.
Phone 250 378-5208

"The first sentence
of every novel should
be: Trust me, this
will take time but
there is order here,
very faint, very human. Meander if
you want to get to
town."
~ Michael Ondaatje
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Thank You!

The Kamloops organizing committee and the BCHPA wish to gratefully
acknowledge the support of these individuals and businesses who donated
funds and items for the Auctions and Draws at this year's conference.
Thank you for your support in making it all possible!

All photos courtesy of Nancy Burkholder
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Agri Supply
Alberta Honey Producers Coop
Apiaries & Bees for Communities
Aqua Pure Premium Water Inc.
Aussie Package Bees
BA Brewmaster
BC Bee Breeders Assoc.
Bee Veil Productions
Bees & Glass
Bill's Truck & Diesel
Bonaparte Bend Winery
Campbells' Honey Farm & Meadery
Canadian Springs Water Co.
Cariboo Honey
Carl Anderson
Carolyn McGhee
Christian & Christian Signs
CIBC Victoria St
Clearview Glass & Upholstery
Cork'n Label U-Brew
Diana & Bruce Grimshire
Dollar Barn - Dallas Centre
Dominion & Grimm
Domtar Pulp Kamloops
Earl's Restaurant
Ed Perszon
Flying Dutchman Apiaries
Fountain Tire - Lansdowne St.
Fountain Tire - Mining Div'n.
Fresh Is Best Salsa Co.
Genome BC
Gerry Watson
Gillespie Renkema Barnett Broadway LLP
Global Patties
Halcyon Hot Springs
Hardie Honey
Harper Mtn.
Hill Top Honey
Home Hardware Building Centre
Hoodoos at Sun Rivers
Horse Barn
Ida Supply
Ingrid Heeley & Margaret Jones
John Corner Estate

Dr. John Boone
Kamloops Blazers
Kawasaki Kamloops
Kettle Valley Queens
Laughing Swan
Lavon Fellenz
Lepp Farms
Lomonds' Ashcroft Honey
Mann Lake Supplies
Mary MacGregor Law Corp
MediVet
Michael Blackstock
Mike Wiegele Helicopter Skiing
ML Picture Frame
Mo Bradley
Nicola Valley Honey
NRI Distributors
Nu-Tea Co
Pam’s Creations
Planet Bee
Princess House
Propolis Etc.
Purity Feed
Riversong Agriharmonics
Rocky Mountaineer Rail Tours
RONA Mt Paul Way
Rowan Tree Day Spa
Safeway
Shoppers' Drug Mart-Columbia Place
Shoppers' Drug Mart- Valleyview
Smith Chev Olds
SpaPure Kamloops
Starbucks Coffee
SupRNuc
Ted Hancock
Terra Restaurant
Tony LaLonde Sales
Two Bees Apiary
Val Berggren
West Coast Bee Supply
Westsyde Apiaries
Wholesale Sports
Zimmer-Wheaton Motors

